Chapter 6
Applying the framework: finding escape routes from the
culture conundrum in TESOL practice, teacher education and
research

6.1 The scope of the chapter
The framework presented in Chapter 5 was presented as a link between the concepts
from ILT and other perspectives in the literature and the decisions teachers need to
make in managing and enacting a cultural curriculum in TESOL.

The framework was presented as a means of breaking the culture conundrum, and
bridging the gulf between the teachers’ sophisticated understandings about culture
and the practice of ESOL teachers. The identification of a conceptual resolution to the
culture conundrum took longer than was anticipated in the original conception of the
study. The reasons for this included the extent of the literature, and the fact that the
literature proved not capable of resolving the conundrum, making further conception
and exploration necessary. In fact, in some ways the TESOL literature may have
contributed to the conundrum evident in the data from the teachers reported in
Chapter 2. The time it took to find some way of resolving the conundrum meant there
was insufficient time left to use the framework as the basis for a second phase of data
collection by implementing a professional development program based on it.
However, it is still possible to make an evaluation of the capacity of the framework to
guide TESOL practice, through an analysis of the insight it provides into TESOL
practice in some contexts, and the guidance it can provide in planning teaching.

The first part of this chapter will provide such analysis and evaluation. The second
part of the chapter will consider how the framework may contribute more broadly to
professional development, research and theory in TESOL. The thesis has argued that
the framework it presents is necessary as there is a lack of adequate connections
between broader theorising about culture and the understandings teachers need to
manage the practicalities of teaching in their teaching of culture. This is a weakness in
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the literature that presents the relevant theorising and research, which informs TESOL
teacher education. The second part of this chapter will therefore consider the potential
of the framework to provide assistance in these areas, before making overall
concluding remarks about the thesis and the investigation it reports.

6.2 Application of the framework to TESOL practice
The framework is intended to provide teachers with conceptual clarification so that
they can proceed to use their expertise and knowledge of their learners in the context
they are teaching to manage and enact a cultural curriculum. It is also intended to
assist them in giving direction to their teaching of culture within their usual teaching.
This section will apply the framework to two different contexts of TESOL. This is
necessary because of the emphasis the framework places on the context of teaching.
For each of these contexts the analysis of the teaching context generated by the
framework will be considered. This illustrates the potential of the framework to assist
teachers in their management of a cultural curriculum. The framework will then be
applied to the planning of a particular topic within an appropriate course, in order to
consider its potential to inform the enactment of a cultural curriculum.

Two contrasting contexts have been selected for this analysis. One is an Inner circle
context, the other an Expanding circle context. The Inner circle context is the teaching
of ESL in Australia to newly arrived immigrants in the AMEP, while the Expanding
circle context is the teaching of English to young adults in Universities in Vietnam.
Outer circle contexts will be considered briefly, by means of comparison and contrast
with these other two contexts.

The final analysis will be considered in terms of the following questions:
•

is the framework capable of generating a potentially productive analysis which
could provide an informed, and systematic approach to the integration of cultural
factors into a TESOL syllabus?

•

how do the descriptions generated by this framework compare to descriptions that
might be generated by conceptions in the teaching of culture in other parts of the
TESOL literature?
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The formal descriptions presented here are intended to illustrate the type of analysis
and thinking the framework can stimulate in teachers. It is not anticipated that
teachers need to produce such formal statements in applying the framework.
6.2.1 TESOL in an Inner circle context: teaching ESL in Australia to recently
arrived adult immigrants in the AMEP
The AMEP provides up to 510 hours’ tuition in ESL for recently arrived adult
immigrants to Australia (Wigglesworth 2003, DIMIA 2005). It is funded by the
federal government and provided by various service providers in different parts of the
country. The focus of the program is the development of a ‘functional’ level of
proficiency in English, to develop ‘the basic language skills necessary to deal with
everyday social and some work situations in English’ and to ‘provide information on
the Australian way of life and advice on accessing essential services’ (DIMIA 2005).
This is done within a common assessment and accreditation framework, the
Certificates in Spoken and Written English (CSWE) (AMES NSW 2003), which
provides assessment of learning outcomes in relation to certain text types (including
spoken texts) of relevance to these social contexts. The framework also includes some
learning outcomes related to the learners’ participation in formal language learning.
Some learners come from societies where opportunities for schooling have been
limited, and where many adults have not developed even basic literacy skills, and a
preliminary stage of the CSWE deals with the development of basic literacy skills for
those learners who may require such additional support.

Table 6.1 illustrates a general description that the framework would generate for
teachers working in this program.
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• The place and role of English
Australian English is the
dominant language, apparently
pervasive, in daily ‘mainstream’
contexts and interaction
between members of different
immigrant groups as well as
native speakers
• Students and their reasons for
learning English
Access to and participation in
many aspects of the society

The context

The dimensions and factors

The cultures of English in the
context
• Varieties of English
Australian English is most
widespread, but presence of
other Inner circle varieties eg
British, (including Scots and
Irish), North American,
especially in mass media. Also
immigrant varieties reflecting
speakers’ first languages and
cultures
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• Nature of support and
challenge in transformative
learning
Need for understanding of
patterns of adjustment and
adaptation for learners,
Need to develop ‘comfort
zones’ for learners, possibilities
of comparison and enhancing
learning
• The nature of goals
All goals need development
The nature of cultural input
Potential for ‘Direct’ input
based on learner experiences as
basis of classroom exploration,
opportunities for teachers to
share ‘insider’ insights.

• Connections between
language and culture
Need to be treated on different
levels, including general
knowledge about the culture,
and language use in specific
contexts, awareness to increase
learner control of their language
use, and avoid unintended
difficulties

Table continues

Professional considerations

Methodological options

Culture in the curriculum

• Sense of identity
As a member of Australian society with origins in and links to another country and culture, as well as a member of particular cultural, linguistic, and possibly religious,
group or community in Australia

• Fluency
An ability to participate in such interactions with a degree of fluency and confidence, without excessive pauses and hesitations which may lead to frustration or confusion
for interlocutors.

• Awareness of the cultures of English in the context and awareness of cultural factors in communication
Awareness and understanding of the cultural elements impinging on communication in the use of English in the Australian communities in which learners are settling,
including situations like the purchase of goods and services, provision of personal information to service providers, and social interaction. The long term development of
language proficiency and cultural awareness that will enable learners to meet goals in relation to access to and participation in workplace and education (including ESL
classes), community facilities and services, social interaction with colleagues, neighbours, strangers, and ultimately with time and interest in, understanding of and
potential participation in community discussions and debates.

Objectives

Table 6.1:Applying the framework in an Inner circle context: Teaching ESL to recently arrived adult immigrants in the AMEP

• Teacher attributes and
understanding of self
Specialist training as teacher of
ESL, ‘insiders’ in the dominant
culture, mainly English
dominant, many bilingual who
may share experience of
‘moving into’ the mainstream
culture, native speakers may
have experienced travel
residence in other cultures
• Access to the culture of
English
Evident in daily life, media
• Dynamics of English in this
context
‘Australian English’
predominates and prestigious;
expectations of ‘literacy’ skills
– including technological
literacy and numeracy in many
situations, adoption and
innovation in the language
(lexis and style)

• Expectations and practices in
relation to use of English
Elements of Australian English
appreciated, tolerance for
different accents in many
contexts, less tolerance for
‘strong accents’; expectations of
familiar ways of behaving for
longer term residents – and
expectation of awareness of and
acting within mainstream
norms, especially in more
‘formal’ situations, in business,
education the law, public life.
General acceptance of English
influenced by native language
for immigrants, although
intolerance and impatience
sometime encountered
• Nature of English bilingualism
in this context
Ability to communicate in
interactions outside own
Linguistic and cultural group, in
occupational professional and
educational and training
contexts and participation in
public life.
L1 likely to be used in familial
context and life of the linguistic
and cultural group
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• Extent of culture-general and
culture-specific learning
Considerable emphasis on
raising awareness of culture
specific (Australian), including
variation within the culture, but
still need general awareness of
cultural factors in
communication
• Development of skills as
cultural observers and
interpreters
Desirability and possibility of
developing high skills and
autonomy of learners based on
understanding of possibilities
(and dangers of) generalisation
derived from frequency of
observation and input
• Cultural learning goals
Related to learners’ goals in
Australia aim toward high level
of awareness and understanding
of Australian norms and
expectations
• Analytical/experiential
approach
Possibility of both based on out
of class experience
• Cultural factors in assessment
practices
Influence of Australian
mainstream and expectations as
factors in assessment

• Nature of the focus
Links between language and
culture means language to
culture links can be constantly
made. Some ‘Culture only’
focus useful for broader
understanding of culture.
• The nature of Intercultural
exploration
Possible to make frequent
contrast with home cultures,
and also comparisons between
learners from different cultural
backgrounds
• Use of framework or variety of
selection of technique
Teaching needs to be related to
CSWE learning outcomes,
potential to integrate cultural
factors relevant to text based
competencies.
• Effective techniques in this
context
Those which tap potential of
relating to and building on
learners’ experiences, and
making explicit the assumptions
of linguistic and cultural
practices of mainstream. Should
explore learners’ reactions to
what they encounter and
perceive.

Table continues

• Ethical practice of teachers
sensitivity, appreciation,
respect, giving learners space to
make own responses and
adjustments and not pressure to
wholesale conformity
mainstream expectations
• Potential implications of
practices
Potential to marginalise and
alienate, stereotype both
learners and an
oversimplification of Australian
norms
• Nature of learner’s
appropriation of English
Develop own version of
Australian culture and language
– creation of new hybrid
cultural forms

• Access
While students are immersed in the society and potentially have access to extensive
cultural input, they may not necessarily ‘notice’ due to factors such as moving in
culturally familiar situations, the aftermath of trauma or disorientation as a result of
‘culture shock’. The classroom should both provide input and assist learners in
relating what they formally learn in the classroom, to what they experience in the
community.
• Explicit attention and exploration
The potential wealth of cultural data learners encounter will have most impact when
pertinent aspects of it are explored and explicitly discussed in the classroom. There is
potential for the environment to be so culturally rich that it will not be possible to
provide such exploration for more than a small proportion of what learners are
exposed to.
• Contrastive
As well as contrast between the cultures of Australian English and the learners’ home
cultures, the multicultural environment opens up opportunities for comparison across
a number of cultures
• Internalisation and appropriation
The classroom can provide learners with the time and opportunities to internalise
cultural learning, become familiar with new cultural experiences and rehearse
relevant new ways of acting and responding. Teaching should support this from the
emerging identity of a bilingual speaker of Australian English, and accept how this
may vary from the norms of native speakers of Australian English.
• Teacher reflection
In addition to reflection based on evaluation teaching techniques and content,
teachers should reflect on how they support the movement of learners into the
cultures of their new communities and how they can extend their learners’ cultural
understanding and repertoires.
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• Socially situated
Australian English and culture are evident, as the learners are immersed in the
society, and they are involved in a settlement process in that context.
• Language and culture connection
Connections will be made at many levels, teaching may need to make these explicit
in order to raise learners’ awareness of these.
• Multidimensional
The nature of culture as multidimensional will be evident to learners through their
immersion experience, yet teaching may need to make this explicit in order to ensure
awareness.
• ‘Fuzziness’
The extensive nature of potential cultural input potentially enables learners to
encounter diversity and variation within the culture. Teaching should address this.
• Relativity
There is potential to explore the significance of different expressions and practices in
particular situations and demonstrate how different linguistic choices and ways of
acting may convey different meanings or be interpreted as conveying different
attitudes.

Application and implications of the principles

6.2.2 Comment on the description of the AMEP generated by the framework
Table 6.1 demonstrates a general description that can be generated by the
framework for teachers working in the AMEP. Such description will vary in the
detail for teachers working in different communities, such as a provincial city, or
an Inner suburban area of a large city, or for teachers working with learners from
different cultural backgrounds, such as learners from Somalia or from China.
There will also be variation depending of the level of proficiency and the stage of
learning and prior experiences of learners. Descriptions for other groups of
learners, such as newly-arrived immigrant children and adolescents in programs
preparing them for entry to the school system, or International students moving
into vocational education and training, as well as those moving into higher
education, could also be generated by considering the particular circumstances of
the learners and the context of their learning in light of the categories utilised by
the framework. The framework could also produce such a description for learners
who have been resident in Australia for longer periods and who may have more
specific language learning needs or goals (such as improving communication with
their monolingual English-speaking grandchildren, preparation for vocational
training, employment in a profession for which they hold overseas qualifications,
or improving literacy skills to enhance opportunities for promotion in the
workplace and so on). The description is clear enough to provide an informed
basis for teachers to make informed decisions about their treatment of culture in
their teaching. In other words, it provides a basis for the management of culture
teaching in this context.
6.2.3 Guidance provided by the framework in enacting the teaching of culture
in the AMEP
The capacity of the framework to guide the detailed teaching of a specific point or
topic will be considered with reference to one of the CSWE Stage 1 learning
outcomes (LO) statements. This LO is related to module C, ‘Beginning Spoken
Interaction Skills’ (AMES NSW 2003: Identification of Stage 1 learning
outcomes, p. 1). The statement stipulates that, to demonstrate achievement of the
competency, a learner ‘Can participate in a short spoken transactional exchange’.
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For the purpose of this analysis, this involves examining the way the framework
might inform a teacher planning to use the purchase of a public transport ticket as
part of their teaching directed towards this LO.
Working from the more general description of the context of teaching and the
culture in context provided in Table 6.1 above, a more focused analysis of the
framework would enable a more refined identification of language and cultural
behaviours and expectations that might be expected or encountered in the context
of an interaction involving the purchase of a public transport ticket. This would
involve the manifestation of broader perspectives and values in the culture, such
as expectations of politeness, appropriate indications of friendliness and views of
egalitarianism and how they might pertain to interaction between strangers in such
a situation.
The cultural content, to be taught along with the linguistic content, and the nature
of the teaching and learning activities, are presented in Table 6.2, below. This
identification of cultural content and teaching techniques for this teaching topic,
informs the teaching sequence that follows.
Table 6.2: Identification of cultural content and learning activities related to
CSWE Stage 1, Module C, LO 1
Culture in the curriculum

Methodological options

Language and culture connections
Politeness markers and greetings in
impersonal exchanges, including making
requests
Ways in which a range of attitudes can be
conveyed in such interactions, to develop
an awareness of what may be considered
the Australian ‘default setting’
Culture general and culture specific
Conventions and expectations of such
encounters in Australia, different
conventions and expectations in different
cultures
Developing skills as cultural observers
Using learners’ observations, raising
awareness of dimensions of such
exchanges to make own observations from
own experiences
Identification of cultural learning goals
Ability to conduct such interaction in way
that will not evoke unintended reactions
from interlocutors

Nature of the goals
Develop awareness of the ‘typical’
interaction, manner disposition of
interlocutors
Develop learners’ comfort in acting in this
context
How aspects of first culture influence manner
in Australian context
Nature of cultural input
Presentation of idealised model of the
interaction by teacher, and
Reflection on learners’ experiences outside
the classroom
Nature of focus
Move from analysis of the language to larger
cultural values
Nature of intercultural exploration
Explicit comparison of similarities and
differences between Australian convention
and home cultures of all learners in the
class
Table continues
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Use of a framework or variety of techniques
Identification of cultural content*
Potential to use Pritchard and BarrajaInformation about public transport ticketing
Rohan’s conversational analysis based
system
model
Value placed on ‘politeness’ ‘egalitarianism’,
Potential to use ‘critical incidents’
‘friendliness’ in daily exchanges with
Which techniques have greatest effect in this
providers of goods and services in
context
Australian culture – some reference to
The use of a learners’ prior experience as a
Australians’ views of themselves, and
base for raising their consciousness of the
how these are expressed linguistically,
cultural dimensions of the interaction and
paralinguistically
base for exploration of broader, more
Analysis or experience
general and abstract aspects of Australian
Analysis and reflection on experience
culture
Assessment practices
Assessment of competency is in terms of an
idealised notion of the conventions and
expectations of such exchanges in
Australia, should be sensitive to the extent
to which acceptance of cultural diversity
allows some marking of learner’s home
culture is evident in their performance
* mapping and planning the sequencing of cultural content needs to be conducted with an
overview of the whole course, and so a sequence is not specified in this table.

This would result in a teaching sequence based on, but extending beyond, a fairly
conventional communicative language teaching approach involving the following
teaching activities, although not necessarily in this order:
1. Using a visual to present the situation, pre teaching of new vocabulary
items and linguistic structures;
2. Presentation of a model dialogue (either on tape, video, or written
transcription
3. Students role playing the model (possibly with substitutions of different
destinations, types of tickets etc.); this would involve exercises to increase
control and fluency over the linguistic items that are new to the students
(including prosodic features and paralinguistic items such as volume, body
language and gestures and so on);
4. Analysis of the model to identify the functions of different linguistic
elements, especially – asking and giving information, exchanges of
greetings and civility, politeness marking; this involves learners in the
utilisation of culture general understanding to make sense of the text;
5. Asking students how this model compares to their own experiences in
Australia;
6. Students with different shared L1s role playing how such an exchange
may be conducted in their first languages and cultures, and inviting
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comparisons of the nature of the civilities, marking of politeness and other
attitudes; this involves comparisons of the culture specific knowledge of
the learners, and relating this to their developing culture specific
knowledge of English;
7. Students to consider how the dialogue might be if one of the participants is
feeling angry, aggressive, bored, or wants to be sure they are being very
polite, and role playing the exchange to reflect this; the teacher may
intervene to provide possible models of what would be seen as aggressive,
impolite, unfriendly, obsequious etc in Australian society, asking the
students whether they have observed or experienced such behaviour in
similar exchanges, and to report on what they saw and how they or other
participants interpreted it and/or reacted;
8. Asking students about how they feel when they perform such a
conversation in a way that is similar to the conventional Australian model,
and how this compares to when they are involved in such an exchange in
their L1;
9. Assessing students for competency verification purposes (which may
come later in the course).

The nature of the professional considerations teachers need to be mindful of in
evaluating the cultural implications of their teaching(identified in Table 6.1),
would provide criteria for evaluation of teaching and reflection on the teaching
and learning processes.
The agglomeration of such statements for all units of work within a course would
contribute to the development of a statement of the cultural content and learning
processes for the whole course. At this stage the framework provides basic
categories for organising how culture can be integrated into language teaching.
The identification of a core set of cultural concepts that would be covered during
a student’s progress from beginner to advanced has yet to be identified. However,
use of the categories within the framework by teachers working in the AMEP may
enable identification of the most important, relevant and effective concepts for
learners in different contexts and stages.
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This rather brief analysis suggests that the framework could well be effective in
providing a conceptual basis for the enactment of systematic cultural teaching in
an Inner Circle context. Overall evaluation of the framework will follow a similar
analysis of the application of the framework in an Expanding circle context in the
following section.

6.3 Application of the framework to an Expanding circle context
6.3.1 TESOL for young adults in a university in Vietnam
The context of teaching English to adults in the Expanding circle context of
Vietnam is comparable, yet contrasting, to the context described in the preceding
section. An ‘Expanding circle context’ provides contrast to an Inner circle
context, and as the Vietnamese context has been used for illustrative purposes in
earlier chapters it is appropriate and convenient to consider the application of the
framework to that context.

English has been widely taught in Vietnam since the adoption of the ‘Open door’
policy in 1987. While it is not identical to all other Expanding circle contexts, it
shares many similarities with other Expanding circle contexts, especially those in
the Asian region. English is widely taught in the universities of Vietnam, which
are part of a national system of universities. There are general universities, which
provide courses in a range of academic disciplines, and prepare graduates for
professional work in a wide range of fields, and universities with a vocational
focus on a profession (such as Engineering), an industry (such as the Maritime
Industry), or specific groups of disciplines (such as Economics). In the general
universities there are programs of students who major in English. These students
usually do ‘general English’ in classes that concentrate on each of the four macroskills (listening, speaking, reading and writing), and two years of either English
literature and linguistics, or English for Specific Purposes. In the specialist
universities, English is usually described as ‘English for Specific Purposes’ and
focuses on supporting the students in their learning of their discipline or trade, and
on providing the skills in dealing with written English, as the students generally
need to access the literature of their discipline, which may be written in English.
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The teachers in these programs are usually bilingual Vietnamese teachers who
have successfully majored in English, and have either been outstanding students
in the English department, or who have teacher training as English language
teachers.

There is also an extensive network of private language centres, which provides
courses designed to improve the students’ skills in spoken English. These
programs often cater to students who need to improve their speaking skills, as
their work in foreign owned or joint venture companies requires them to have
frequent interaction in English. These centres also attract school and university
students who consider their English programs focus too much on written English,
and not enough on spoken interaction.

The application of the framework will be considered in the general context of the
programs of the English department of a general university which teaches ‘general
English’ courses, mainly to students who major in English. It is anticipated that
these students will develop a sufficient proficiency in English to use in a
vocational context in Vietnam, either in working in a business along with
expatriate foreigners, or in a government department where liaison with foreign
governments and agencies requires that staff possess communicative abilities in
English, or in an occupation based on a proficiency in English, such as
interpreting and translation, or even teaching English in schools. These students
usually complete courses of ‘general English’, organised into classes based on the
four macro-skills (listening speaking reading and writing) in the first two years of
their course, with some sort of specialism, either English Literature, or English for
Specific Purposes being selected as the focus of study in the final two years of the
course. This application of the framework will be applied in the context of the
general English component of the course, with particular emphasis on spoken
English.

The general description and analysis generated by the framework when applied to
this context is presented in Table 6.3
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• Nature of support and
challenge in transformative
learning
Learners need to see language
as insight into another world
view
Experience of group (and
usually teachers) as sharing
experience of movement into
cultures of English from a
Vietnamese perspective
• Balance between goals
Awareness of English culture
more significant as a basis for
development in the other areas,
• How earners access cultural
input
Limited opportunities for direct
input; more indirect input from
resources and teacher
• Nature of focus
Considerable attention to culture
only to build culture-general
understanding and culture to
language

• Connections between
language and culture
Need to consider different levels
of connection
• Balance of culture general
and culture specific learning
Greater emphasis on culture
general learning due to varieties
of cultures impinging on
language use, some culturespecific in relation to Inner
circle varieties of most
significance (British and North
American)

• Varieties of English
A variety of Inner, Outer and
Expanding circle varieties
Many users of English in
Vietnam are not native speakers
Vietnamese speaker use of
English often marked by
characteristics of Vietnamese
language (for example,
pronunciation), and culture,
indirectness in expressing
negative or critical views.

• The place and role of English
English is used as a ‘lingua
franca’ between Vietnamese
speakers and foreigners (many
of whom are not native speakers
of English) in Vietnam, and in
academic contexts as a source of
information about a variety of
disciplines and areas of
technology, industry
• Students and their reasons for
learning English
Learners are native speakers of
Vietnamese, usually learning for
a range of ‘instrumental’
purposes related to employment
or study

Table continues

Professional considerations

Methodological options

Curricular options

The Culture of English in the
context

The context

The factors

• Sense of identity
The development of a sense of identity as a Vietnamese speaker of English who can effectively use English for a range of interactions in Vietnam

• Fluency
Development of an ability to interact with confidence and without undue hesitation when using English in interaction in a variety of non-specialist contexts in Vietnam.

• Awareness of cultures of English in the context and awareness of cultural factors in communication
Awareness of the role and potential of cultural factors in communication in English in Vietnam and an ability to successfully participate in such interaction

Objectives

Table 6.3: Applying the framework to an Expanding Circle context: English language teaching to young adult learners in a university
English department Vietnam

• Teacher attributes and
understanding of self
The vast majority of teachers
are bilingual Vietnamese
speakers (some speak further
languages). A very small
proportion have experience of
using English out of Vietnam. A
small number of expatriate
native speaker teachers.
• Access to the culture of
English
Limited contexts where English
is used in Vietnam, through
course books and teaching
resources, to some extent in
mass media emanating from
Inner circle countries
• Dynamics of English in this
context
English carries prestige and can
provide access to better paid,
higher status employment,
access to information emanating
from outside Vietnam. Can be
observed and used in some
locations frequented by tourists
and expatriates.

• Expectations and practices in
relation to use of English
Effective communication, use of
English by Vietnamese speakers
by interlocutors is generally
expected to reflect the
Vietnamese cultural context and
Vietnamese L1.
• Nature of English bilingualism
in this context
For the vast majority of
learners, Vietnamese will
remain the dominant language,
with proficiency in English
possibly limited to contexts of
importance to learners and some
general social proficiency
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• Development of skills as
cultural observers and
interpreters
More limited opportunities (in
some cases severely restricted
opportunities) for learners to
experience this –may only be
possible in relation to teaching
materials
• Cultural learning goals
Relating to an understanding of
other users of English in
Vietnam, and ability to project
self in ways that will be
understood by interlocutors
• Analytical/experiential
approach
Limited opportunities for
experiential approaches, so
greater emphasis on analysis
• Cultural factors in assessment
practices
Formal assessment of English
within practices, assumptions,
imperatives of formal education
in Vietnam

• Nature of intercultural
exploration
Constant relating of culture(s)
of English to Vietnamese
cultural practices
• Use of a consistent
framework?
Use of Fantini’s framework.
May have benefits of
emphasising language culture
links, varied aspects of culture,
given structural orientation of
teaching
• Effective techniques in this
context
Techniques that can provide
holistic and relatively concrete
cultural input, such as guest
speakers, movie, video;
Exploration of reactions to
‘foreigners’ and ‘foreign-ness’
Where possible exploration of
‘English speaking foreigners’
responses to what they
encounter in Vietnam;
Need to explore what is
encountered needs to be
tempered with awareness of the
dangers of generalisation, overanalysis and excessively rigid
interpretation

Table continues

• Ethical practice of teachers
Recognition of the nature of
English bilingualism in Vietnam
and developing standards based
on such an outcome, rather than
Inner circle native speaker
norms
• Potential implications of
practices
Dangers of overgeneralisation,
exoticisation of speakers of
English
Lack of belief in the efficacy
and validity of Vietnamese
bilinguals as legitimate users of
English
• Nature of learners’
appropriation of English
Learners become competent in
Vietnamese English

• Access
Has significant impact –challenge is to provide access – provision of concrete models
is relatively difficult
• Explicit attention and exploration
Needs to be provided but tendency to ensure that a sense of ‘fuzziness’ and relativity
is provided.
• Contrastive
Contrast with Vietnamese cultural practices and norms is a constant feature of culture
in classrooms in this context.
• Internalisation and appropriation
Internalisation involves an identity more influenced by Vietnamese culture than
might be the case in Inner circle context
• Teacher reflection
Reflection on what it means to be a speaker of English in Vietnam and role as a
model of this for learners, as well as exploring effective techniques
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• Socially situated
Means that the way English is used in Vietnam is a prime focus, with attention to
Inner and Outer circle contexts of most relevance (eg Britain, USA, Singapore,
Malaysia, Philippines). Some consideration of the nature of Inner circle native
speaker interaction, attention also to interactions in English in the Vietnamese
context.
• Language and culture connection
Need to be mindful of variety of levels of connections, including lexis, text, function,
pragmatics, and ensure these are considered and explored.
• Multidimensional
The dimensions of culture in terms of language, acting and being, identity need to be
considered.
• ‘Fuzziness’
Due to limited opportunities for cultural input this is more of a challenge – teachers
need to be mindful of this, and look for opportunities to illustrate it. Use of resources
in classroom may mitigate against this.
• Relativity
Again more of a challenge due to more limited cultural input available, and teaching
materials may suggest/imply more absolutist/universal understanding of culture than
appropriate

Application and implications of the principles

6.3.2: Comment on the description of teaching English to adults in Vietnam
generated by the framework
As in the case of the Inner circle context, this exploration suggests that in a general
sense at least, the framework is capable of generating a sophisticated understanding
of the nature of the task involved in teaching culture in such an Expanding circle
context. This description would facilitate teachers’ management of their teaching of
culture. The guidance it provides, however, is in contrast to the conventional practice
of a grammar focused approach to instruction, in which language use is either
decontextualised, to allow a focus on the grammatical features and systems of
English, or presented largely or wholly in the context of Inner circle English speaking
countries. Instead, under the influence of this framework, the thinking of teachers is
related much more to how English is used in Vietnam. This is consistent with the
significance of culture as identified in Chapters 3 and 4. The general description is
quite different from the description developed in Table 6.2 for an Inner circle context
of teaching and learning.
6.3.3 Guidance provided by the framework in enacting the teaching of culture in
Vietnam
Such a general description could lead to a specification of content and teaching
methodology similar to that considered in relation to the AMEP above. General
English courses often use English language course books written and published in
Inner circle contexts. Take as an example the social situation of meeting someone for
the first time (either in the context of a social event or in a business setting), which is
dealt with in a number of English course books that are widely used in such programs
(for example Richards, Hull & Proctor 1997:Unit 1). The more collectivist orientation
and the significance of the family in Vietnamese society means that Vietnamese
speakers often proceed to asking more personally oriented questions about the family
of someone they have just met, than would normally be the case for native speakers
of English from Inner circle countries. Using the guidance of the general framework
presented in table 6.3 above, a more detailed statement of cultural content and useful
teaching and learning activities to accompany the language curriculum can be
developed for such a teaching situation. These are presented in table 6.4 below.
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Table 6.4: Identification of cultural content and cultural learning activities for
the teaching topic ‘meeting someone for the first time’ in the ‘Speaking’
component of a general English course in a Vietnamese university
Curricular options

Methodological options

Connections between language and culture
The potential of ‘wh’ questions/questions about
personal information and background to be
regarded as either indicating interest or
friendliness or intrusiveness and invasion of
privacy
Culture general and cultural specific
Different cultures regard personal information
and privacy differently, (general), English
speakers from Inner circle countries have
different expectations to the norms in
Vietnam, but in Vietnam may be willing to
adapt to Vietnamese expectations (specific)
Skills as cultural interpreters and observers
Raising students’ awareness of an area in which
they might look for variations in those they
interact with
Identification of cultural learning goals
To not see norms of own culture as ‘natural’
To be alert to an area to be sensitive to in
dealings with English speakers from other
cultural backgrounds
Cultural learning content
Need to be cautious in requesting personal
information from someone recently met
Analysis or experience
Largely analytical, but laying foundation for
informed approach to future experience
Assessment practices
As assessment is within the Vietnamese formal
education system, formal assessment is
likely to be more linguistically focussed.

Nature of learner access and exploration
More analytical and abstract – presentation of
model from text, and explanation
Manner of comparison with home culture
Model and expectations of native English
speakers from Inner circle countries
contrasted with Vietnamese norms
Learner construction
General rule is presented
Is framework possible?
Fantini’s could be, as basis for question and
answer forms
Conversational analysis could be used if
materials were accessible, and learners had
sufficient proficiency (or this exploration
could be conducted in Vietnamese
Focus - direction
Move from language to culture
Which techniques have greatest effect?
VN students’ respect for teachers and limited
access to experience of students means
greater reliance on teacher recounting own
experience than student discovery and
experience.

* mapping and planning the sequencing of cultural content needs to be conducted with an overview of
the whole course, and so a sequence is not specified in this table.

This produces a teaching sequence, again based on a fairly conventional
communicative procedure, although with a stronger focus on linguistic structures in
context, as is common practice in EFL classrooms in Vietnam:
1. Use of visual to introduce setting (meeting of a new acquaintance at a party, in
a workplace)
2. Presentation of model Native Speaker (NS) to NS conversation, followed by
practice of vocabulary items and question forms
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3. Students asked to compare this to what might happen in Vietnam; discuss why
there might be differences; teacher shares experience of sojourn in Inner
Circle country
4. Discussion of broader cultural attitudes and perceptions that impinge on this
(nature of the individual in individualist compared to collectivist oriented
cultures); exploration of the patterns of such conversations when they take
place in Vietnam, including students’ reflecting on their own experience
where possible; comparison to the native speaker norms; exploration of why
Inner Circle English speakers may act differently in the context of Vietnam;
exploration of students’ reactions to the ways Inner Circle speakers behave,
compared to familiar (Vietnamese) patterns of behaving in such situations
5. Discussion of how to handle interaction in Vietnam; looking for differences
between members of different cultural groups using English, whose practices
might be more like conventional VN practices than Inner circle English
speakers; teacher presentation modelling and practices of
expressions/strategies that may be useful in mitigating discomfort for Inner
circle English speakers, for example, explaining VN cultural practice first,
desisting from asking, (discussing the merits of these options) or ..’I hope you
don’t mind me asking…’ and so on.

While this content and approach exhibits similarities to comparable data for the
Australian context, such as the comparison between the conventions and expectations
of users of Inner circle varieties of English, and eliciting learners’ responses and
reactions, there is also a significant difference in that there is less emphasis on the
learners’ conforming to the native speaking conventions, in favour of an
understanding that different users of English may behave and react differently in such
situations, depending on the usual practices in their first culture, and their
expectations that such interactions in Vietnam may be influenced by Vietnamese
conventions.
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6.4 Applying the framework to TESOL in other contexts
Outer circle contexts have not been considered as extensively as Inner and Expanding
circle contexts in this thesis. In these contexts English is generally characterised by a
variety that is heavily influenced by other significant local languages and cultures. In
this sense there are similarities between Outer and Expanding circle contexts, and
Inner circle cultural factors are less significant, except in interactions involving
expatriates or visitors from Inner circle contexts. However, the nature of the local
variety of English, the purposes for which it is used, and the social significance of its
use are likely to be more clearly defined in Outer circle contexts than in Expanding
circle contexts. In this context, the framework helps articulate the features of this
dynamic, especially in the first two columns. To some extent, however, the other
dimensions with regard to dealing with Outer circle contexts is not unlike the
description developed in Expanding circle countries (see table 6.3).

6.5 The framework as an escape route from the culture conundrum for
TESOL practice
The questions posed at the beginning of the chapter related to the ability of the
framework to generate an analysis and description that would be useful to inform
teachers in attempting to develop a more systematic integration of the teaching
culture, and how this compares with the ability of other parts of the literature to
achieve such a result.
The first question asked at the beginning of this chapter was ‘is the framework
capable of generating a potentially productive analysis, that could provide an
informed, and systematic approach to the integration of cultural factors into a TESOL
syllabus?‘ The preceding descriptions suggest that the framework is capable of
assisting teachers to understand the cultural learning needs of learners of English in
the particular context, taking into account both the general nature of the context and
local variations within the context. The framework helps teachers to manage the
teaching of culture by understanding the nature of the cultural learning they are
facilitating, and by identifying categories they need to think about in their reflection
and evaluation. The descriptions generated by the framework can help teachers in
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their enactment of the teaching of culture by helping them to identify how culture can
be related to language curriculum and the techniques they may use to promote
cultural learning. Furthermore, these descriptions can be sensitive to the dynamics
and imperatives of different teaching contexts, and different descriptions can be
generated for different teaching contexts. These were problems identified in the
literature in Chapter 3.

The second question asked at the beginning of the chapter was ‘how do the
descriptions generated by this framework compare to descriptions that might be
generated by conceptions on the teaching of culture in other parts of the TESOL
literature?’ Given the diversity in the literature, this need to be answered in relation to
the various perspectives identified in Chapter 3.

The literature within the traditional paradigm is limited in its ability to provide advice
as specific as that provided in Tables 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 above, as it tends to assume
a universalist position, that is, that particular approaches and understanding apply
with equal validity or efficacy across all teaching contexts. In combination with
communicative language teaching it identifies goals of learning in terms of the norms
of native speakers of English, and assumes sufficient proficiency and cultural
awareness for learners to operate in native speaking contexts. In this respect, as the
advocates of ILT have pointed out, there is a failure to acknowledge the developing
and on-going bilingualism of the lives of learners of English. The traditional
perspective fails to explicitly acknowledge the ways that cultural teaching may need
to be adapted to the needs of different contexts in which TESOL is practiced.

Nonetheless, there are ways in which this framework shares similarities with some
work within the traditional paradigm. For example, it shares a general concern in the
conventional approach for constantly making connections between language and
culture, and like Fantini’s process model (Fantini 1997), the examples of sequences of
teaching activities above explicitly build cultural input and exploration on to
linguistic input and exploration. This framework has the additional element of
providing an analysis that more explicitly identifies the cultural content of greatest
relevance to learners in particular contexts. The framework accepts the traditional
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notion that there is some cultural content, of relevance to learners, which needs to be
included in language teaching. However, it responds to the insight offered by Critical
perspectives, that the learning of English language and culture are not value free and
has social significance and consequences. While the traditional literature emphasises
an attitude of cultural relativity, it is naïve to assume TESOL and cultural learning as
a value free activity with no potential social consequences. This framework provides
a means of identifying and exploring such consequences as they relate to the
particular societal context in which teaching takes place. So, in general, the
framework provides a more focused and context-specific view of what cultural
teaching and learning should take place in the development of bilingual users of
English than the traditional approach, which is formulated largely in terms limited to
a universal application of Inner circle native speaking norms. It does this through
acknowledging the development of an identity as a bilingual user of English in the
context in which it is being learned as one of the goals of cultural learning, and
through acknowledging the significance of intercultural exploration in the teaching of
culture.

While the framework is mindful of the critiques of Critical and Post structural
perspectives, it rejects the strong views of some within this perspective (such as
Spack 1997), that the dangers of ‘essentialising’ that arise out of an explicit treatment
of national cultures mean that it is better to avoid explicit explorations, or at best to
explore them as self perpetuating myths. The framework accepts the subjective nature
of cultural identity explored by some within this perspective (for example Norton
Peirce 1995, Norton 2000) and relates this to the social context in which such identity
formation takes place. By employing both a general and comparative perspective the
framework promotes reflection on the nature of the learner’s own cultural identity as
reflected in the way they use English.

However, while both Post-structuralist and Sociocultural perspectives emphasise the
dynamics and processes of classrooms, either as a critical exploration of what is
presented in class (a Critical perspective) or in the ways in which language learners
take account of the ways in which the new culture structures knowledge in view of
their previous understanding (Sociocultural perspective), they have relatively less to
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say about the cultural input that should be provided in language classrooms. They
tend to provide more insight through critical deconstruction of the discursive
practices of the target culture, than through what they say about what cultural content
language teachers should address in language classrooms. In the Critical perspective
some argue that any representation of culture should either be eschewed as an
overgeneralisation (for example Spack 1997), while others argue that representations
could be used as an object of a critical evaluation of a discourse (for example
Canagarajah 1999). The focus of both these perspectives is more on the process, and
less on the content, of what could be considered, and what are the goals of learning.
These are issues on which this literature has so far had little to say, and about which
the advice it can give is rather general. The framework presented here accepts that
unless cultural learning is dealt with explicitly, there is a danger that students may
overlook or misunderstand important understanding and insight necessary for them to
develop communicative competence in the target language. However, by relating
cultural learning to context, and by providing for informed and critical evaluation of,
and reflection on, professional practice, it attempts to aid teachers in developing an
informed and explicit approach to their cultural teaching. This is related to an
identification of the values associated with language teaching and learning in the
context of teaching, so teachers can be conscious of the nature of their practices and
the implications of those practices.

The Intercultural perspective has obviously informed the framework considerably,
and its influence is evident in considering several aspects of the descriptions
provided, especially the nature of bilingualism as a goal for language learning. Here
the issue lies less in relation to the content of an Intercultural perspective, as the
framework is considered to be consistent with the thrust of the argument of those who
advocate an Intercultural approach to language teaching. The insights provided by
writers from within the Intercultural perspective, (such as Byram 1997, Corbett 2003,
Liddicoat and Crozet 1999, 2000) have been utilised in the development of this
framework. However, some of the conceptual frameworks evident within this work
remain general, and still require considerable exploration to provide specific guidance
for teachers in identifying the cultural content of language teaching. The schemas and
principles provided remain at a relatively high level of generality. For example,
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Byram’s identification of the dimensions of intercultural communicative competence,
while useful and informative, requires more detailed work in order to be of value to
informing the development of a syllabus for a specific class, as does Liddicoat and
Crozet’s identification of the points of connection between language and culture. This
framework attempts to provide a means by which teachers can draw on such useful
insights and utilise them in decision making in planning the cultural content of their
teaching. The framework has a stronger content orientation than some other work
within the Intercultural perspective. For instance, Corbett identifies a task based
approach as a foundation of language teaching and curriculum design (Corbett 2003:
41). Liddicoat et al. (2003) suggest 5 principles as the basis of an Intercultural
approach to language teaching and curriculum design, viz.: ‘active construction’
(involving active exploration and engagement), making connections (between
language and culture), social interaction (learners using the target language for real or
replicated social interaction), reflection and responsibility (Liddicoat et al. 2003: 47).
These principles are quite compatible with the framework, and are to some extent
involved in or implied by many of its categories. However while such principles and
approaches are quite consistent with the teaching and learning processes addressed by
the framework, the framework is more directed towards an identification of the
appropriate cultural content of language teaching. It does this through its
consideration of the context of learning and identification of the nature of the
language and culture that is most appropriate to teach in that context. The varying
status and use of English as an international language in a variety of contexts in
which TESOL is practiced mean that the cultural content of TESOL needs to be
conceived of more broadly than in the Inner circle contexts where it is the dominant
and native language for the majority of the population.

The remaining perspectives identified in Chapter 3 are the pragmatic literature,
presenting concrete teaching ideas, and the debates on the place of culture in English
Language teaching. The literature that debates the place of culture in English
Language teaching (see Chapter 3) has clearly influenced the structure of the
framework in that the context provides the first dimension that informs and structures
thinking and decision making in the other dimensions. But it does this in a way that
generalises the ideas and principles that arise in the discussion of specific contexts
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such as Morocco (Adaskou et al 1990) Turkey (Alptekin & Alptekin 1983, Alptekin
1993) or Greece (Podromou 1988, 1992). The framework provides a means by which
the specific teaching activities identified in the practical literature can be related to
broader principles and can be judiciously employed in appropriate ways by teachers.

The framework therefore incorporates the insights of varying perspectives in the
TESOL literature. It provides points of comparison without adopting a Universalist
approach, and is sensitive to the varied contexts of TESOL. It accommodates
subjective elements of cultural learning. While acknowledging the processes involved
in teaching culture it leads to the identification of what constitutes significant
learning, and it alerts teachers to the need to acknowledge the social and cultural
consequences of their teaching. It does this without the shortcomings identified in the
different perspectives. The universal claims and lack of connection in the
Conventional literature, the emphasis on critique without alternatives in the Critical
perspective, the lack of theoretical connection in the Practical perspective literature,
and the emphasis on processes rather than products that characterise the Post
structuralist and Sociocultural perspectives are all avoided. The framework
demonstrates the capacity of ILT to successfully integrate the insights of these other
perspectives, and it also provides a means of connecting and structuring some of the
complex schemata of ILT. The framework therefore seems to have sufficient promise
to warrant further exploration of ways it can be used and the impact it can have in
supporting teachers.

6.6 Applying of the framework to TESOL Teacher Education
Much of this thesis has been motivated by a desire that TESOL teacher education and
professional development be better informed. Therefore, the potential of the
framework for TESOL teacher education is worth considering.

Table 6.5, below, presents an adaptation of the structure of the table, to identify
desired learning content and areas of learning for TESOL teacher education and
professional development programs.
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• Ways of conceptualising culture
(Awareness of ‘product’ and
‘process’ views, and values of
both)
• Conceptualisation of the
relationships between cultures
and languages
• Awareness of ways of
comparing cultures
(eg Hofstede)
• Understanding the nature of
language learning, and the
nature and formation of
individual bilingualism
(including ideas such as ‘third
places’ of language learners)
• Understanding of the
integration of language and
culture at various levels (Crozet
& Liddicoat)
• Awareness of notions of
language varieties, standards,
variation etc

• Awareness of different types of
TESOL contexts and the
dimensions of difference
• Awareness of specific contexts
of most significance to learners
• Sensitivity to learners and their
circumstances
• Awareness of the cultural
backgrounds of learners, and
skills in learning about new
cultural backgrounds
• Self awareness as a teacher
• Awareness of dynamics
• Awareness of the significance
of these factors

Understanding of the ten principles

Understandings of cultures and
connections to language

Understanding of the contexts in
which TESOL is conducted
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Awareness of Curriculum
options, experience of integrating
culture in curriculum
• Techniques for understanding
the cultural learning needs of
students in specific contexts
• Techniques for identifying
significant cultural learning
(content) and how it relates to
language content
• Techniques for integrating
language and cultural content in
the learning program
• Cultural factors in assessment

Awareness of Methodological
options and development of some
skills in these
• Understanding the nature of
language classrooms as sites for
cultural formation,
transformation of learners
• Techniques for bringing culture
into the classroom (without
trivialising or limiting)
• Awareness of techniques for
teaching culture at different
dimensions (including proposed
frameworks)
• Means and criteria for
evaluating the efficacy of
techniques for teaching culture

Development of a Critical
Reflective awareness/ability/
attitude
• Awareness of language
teaching as socially situated and
ideological (rather than
‘autonomous’)
• Awareness of arguments of
critical TESOL
• Awareness of debates about
standardisation
• Exploration and awareness of
own values and how these
relate to others
• Awareness of notion of cultural
relativity
• Distinctions between tolerance,
respect, affirmation, critical
exploration
• Problematising ie questioning
orthodoxies, conventional
wisdoms, generalisations
• Awareness of (if not
involvement in) professional
bodies and activities –
including lobbying
• The ‘tentativeness’ principle

An understanding of the nature of cultural learning and cultural learning goals within TESOL: Awareness, ways of acting and developing a sense of identity as a user of English

Theoretical foundation: An understanding of culture as the non linguistic phenomena that interact with linguistic phenomena to enable the making of meaning in particular contexts

Table 6.5: Culture in TESOL teacher education and professional development: pre-service and in-service
In addition to (possibly in integration with) language focused content

The details of the content presented here is generic, and further fine-tuning would be
required in order to focus the framework to the learning needs of trainee and
experienced teachers in different contexts. The specification of significant
understanding to be derived does not stipulate an entirely content focused approach to
TESOL teacher education. However, a variety of learning processes and tasks could
be used in such courses to develop student understanding in the specified areas.

Using the framework in this way, the content of TESOL Education courses and
training programs can be identified. At Pre-service level this would involve
establishing and understanding of the nature of the framework, its dimensions, aspects
and principles, at a foundation level of general awareness and understanding, while at
In-service level, parts of the framework would be examined at greater depth.

These represent the areas of understanding and to some extent, skills that need to be
developed if teachers are to manage and enact a cultural curriculum within TESOL.
While a comprehensive coverage of all these areas might be possible only in extended
courses, the framework itself could be described and its rationale explained as a way
of developing or increasing the awareness of teachers. For professional development
and courses where time constraints allow coverage of only limited content, referring
to the framework could be useful in planning, and also in assisting participants to see
the significance of what they are able to cover, and how topics they have covered may
relate to topics they have not.

In this way the framework has potential to facilitate the planning of Teacher
education courses and professional development, and be used with participants in
helping them to reflect on their learning.

The alternatives from the TESOL literature involved working either with the
traditional paradigm, in which understandings of culture derived from anthropology
are explored, which has the disadvantage of being complex in its application to
language teaching, or within a framework of Post structuralism or Sociocultural
theory. Both of these emphasise the processes of cultural learning and exploration,
but are limited in extent in identifying what is required to be considered or covered.
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While the work being done in ILT is informative, it is still rather disconnected and
disjointed.

6.7 Applying the framework to theory building and research in TESOL
As well as contributing to better understanding by teachers and more focused and
coherent coverage of the topic within teacher education, it is also necessary to
consider the potential of the framework to contribute to theory building and research
in TESOL.
6.7.1 Theory building
While the framework is largely conceived within the broader conceptual framework
provided by ILT, it identifies potential components of a broader theory of culture
within language teaching. It identifies ways in which theoretically disconnected
concepts that emerge from different perspectives in the literature can be
operationalised in the design of the teaching of English. In order to do this, it
identifies elements that may need to be addressed in attempt to develop a broader
theory of culture in language teaching. To that extent, this thesis is an exercise in
theory building.

The next step is to apply the conceptualisation of the framework in order to assess its
ability to achieve its goal, which is contributing a basis for a more systematic and
informed teaching of culture within TESOL. Given the model of teaching presented
in Chapter 1, it would also be appropriate to explore the perceptions of teachers who
utilised the framework, in order to get their evaluations of the ways, and extent to
which, it was of assistance to them. Such follow up investigation would be to identify
where modifications and revisions are useful and appropriate in terms of better
assisting teachers in their practice of culture teaching.
6.7.2 Research
As well as the framework being the subject of further research and theory, it has the
potential to provide theoretical and practical guidance for empirical studies that
investigate aspects of the teaching of culture in TESOL, and for identifying the nature
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of conclusions that can be drawn from existing studies, as well as for identifying areas
requiring research. It also has the potential to enable exploration of connections
between different areas of research. By identifying domains and factors it provides
ways in which research within different paradigms can be compared and related. This
has been a shortcoming in the literature to date.

6.8 Conclusion
This evaluation of the framework’s potential for teaching, teacher education and
research, rounds off this investigation of the way in which culture has been conceived
of in TESOL. The ‘culture conundrum’ has been explored, a conceptual framework
has been presented that has the potential to provide a resolution of the conundrum,
and its potential for teaching, teacher education and research has been explored.
Much more remains to be done, but such work is beyond the scope of this thesis.
However, it is appropriate to identify some of the ways this investigation may be
taken further. It is also worth considering the limitations of this investigation and its
conclusions, as well as the nature of the task of research in relation to culture and
TESOL.
6.8.1 Potential application and extension of the framework
This chapter has advocated the application of this framework as a planning device for
the management and enactment of TESOL. This is based on a view of teaching,
articulated in Chapter 1, that sees teachers as the centre of effective teaching, in that
they need to make the necessary decisions related to a particular context, and be
informed about what it is that they are teaching, the nature and needs of their learners,
and what is known about effective ways of teaching that content, perhaps in a variety
of contexts. Effective teaching lies in the quality of the teachers’ decisions. This
implies that such decisions are well informed, as well as perceptive in relation to the
particularities of each teaching situation. The application of this framework looks
especially well suited to TESOL in Inner circle and Expanding circle contexts, and it
may also be of assistance in decision making in Outer circle contexts. A case has also
been made for the framework to be used in guiding TESOL teacher education and
research and theory building in relation to culture in TESOL.
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Another potentially useful application of the framework may lie in the other part of
the language teaching field, the teaching of LOTEs. LOTE teaching has not been a
focus of this thesis, and as was discussed in Chapter 1, the place of English as a
global language means there are often different social and contextual dynamics
involved in the teaching of English and the teaching of LOTEs in a variety of social
contexts. Nonetheless, there are also considerable overlaps, and it may be that this
framework has potential to inform and apply to LOTE teaching at least in some
languages in some contexts and thereby assist teachers in developing more systematic
approaches to the teaching of culture. Some of the significant conceptualisation that
has informed this thesis, especially the approach taken by ILT has been developed in
the context of LOTE teaching. However, such an exploration of the applicability of
this framework to LOTE teaching lies outside the scope of this thesis.

A further potential area of exploration lies in examining its use by and with teachers,
following the original plan of this study, to evaluate its impact. While this was the
original conception of this investigation, the extent of the work required to derive an
informed and workable framework has constrained this part of the original research
design. So an extension of this thesis would be to take that step and evaluate the
impact of the framework when it is utilised in its intended ways, but particularly with
TESOL teachers. It may also have potential as a means for teachers to identify
productive sequences for teaching cultural content, techniques for particular content,
and markers of significant stages in cultural learning.
6.8.2 Limitations of the framework and the investigation
The potential limitations of the investigation and argument also need to be
acknowledged. The first limitation that needs to be made is that the framework
focuses on the what of culture in TESOL, and to a lesser extent the how. It is more
focused on what needs to be considered in the teaching of culture, and less on the
processes of doing so. There is still much to be done in understanding the processes
related to teaching culture. These relate to the way in which linguacultures are created
or played out in particular contexts, how culture is integrated with language in
curriculum, syllabus and the practicalities of classrooms. The ways that teachers
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understand, interpret and reflect on culture in their teaching and the ways in which
teachers work with learners in classrooms has not been as comprehensively explored
as what it is that needs to be considered.
The literature explored for this thesis has come almost completely from TESOL, with
small forays into literature addressed to LOTE teaching, although there is a common
language teaching literature that draws on and addresses both these fields. There is a
considerable body of literature, especially in LOTE teaching, in Intercultural
Communication that may have something to contribute to this study. However, the
quantity of the literature that has emerged from TESOL alone is so vast, that the study
has limited itself to working with literature from within the field, apart from
extensions into the field of LOTE teaching where there was some specific link to the
exploring or conceptualising that emerged from or had informed the TESOL
literature.
This conceptualisation and evaluation owes something to its geographical location. It
is informed mostly by experience of TESOL and TESOL teacher education in
Australia, and to a limited extent in the Asian region, particularly Vietnam. It has
relied on literature that was generated in a wider range of contexts in North America
and the United Kingdom. The location of the investigation, and the experience of the
researcher play a significant role in shaping the perceptions and concerns of the
research. The situation of English in Europe, where it is a language of international
communication and the language of one of the nations of the European countries
means that the European context does not completely match the categories of
‘Expanding circle’, and so the extent to which the framework might fit that context is
an issue worthy of further analysis.

Finally, the limitation that must surely apply to any study of culture and its place in
language teaching, or any other field for that matter, is that it has not, and cannot
cover everything that could be considered. Such is the vastness of the concept of
‘culture’. Consideration of a more diverse literature and use of the framework are
likely to identify further points that could productively be added to it, if those who
follow deem the categories and nature of the framework worthy of such modification.
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6.8.3 Reflections on the process of researching culture in TESOL
At various points in this thesis it has been necessary to reflect on the nature of
research in TESOL (and to some extent education in general), and its relationship
with the practice of teachers. In concluding, it is worth reflecting on this, both in
relation to the research process that was followed, and how the nature of this study
illuminates the nature and process of research in TESOL (and to some extent
education in general).

This thesis is not typical of much research in TESOL, in that its primary focus
emerged as a conceptual framework, rather than a study based on the collection and
analysis of empirical data. The focus of this study became the identification, and
essentially, synthesis of a classification of different understandings in relation to what
is known about culture in TESOL. This study found that the conceptual framework it
intended to rely on was in fact inadequate for the task that was asked of it, and it was
necessary to go back to consider the nature of the theoretical framework itself.

The study originally set out to investigate teachers’ understandings of culture in their
teaching and their concerns in relation to the teaching of culture, and to finding ways
in which their understandings and concerns could be addressed through TESOL
teacher education and professional development programs. The empirical approach
originally envisaged proved futile when it emerged that the literature failed to provide
a clear conception of the cultural dimension of TESOL. It was necessary to turn to
the conceptual level in order to clarify this. It turned out that there was not an
adequate conceptual understanding of culture in TESOL to inform the empirical study
that had been envisaged.

This raises the question of why this happened. Culture has been identified as a
significant factor in language teaching since before the advent of communicative
language teaching as the dominant approach in TESOL. Communicative language
teaching is based on a conceptualisation that communicative competence involves
understanding more than the linguistic code, but also the sociocultural and
sociolinguisitc factors that enable effective making and interpretation of meaning in
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particular social contexts. This is profoundly cultural. The cultural dimension of
language teaching has been extensively acknowledged since the advent of
communicative approaches, some thirty years ago. However, in the process of this
investigation, it emerged that there are significant problems in conceptualising what
has long been considered an essential component of TESOL.

There may be several different explanations for this situation. It is possible at this
point only to speculate on these. Potential explanations that spring to mind include:
•

An ‘untheorised practice’ explanation. This holds that the assertion that language
and culture are connected is enough, and that a practice of language teaching
mindful of this mantra would be able to adequately deal with the issue.

•

An ‘inadequate conceptualisation’ explanation. This holds that looking
exclusively to another discipline (anthropology) for an understanding of how
culture is to be understood in language teaching has failed. The understandings
provided by such an approach proved to be unworkable when applied to language
teaching.

•

An ‘overuse of empiricism’ explanation. This holds that what research has been
conducted has been too narrowly conceived to be of use in providing clear
guidance for teachers in anything more than a report on a specific situation, which
cannot relate to a broader understanding of what is being investigated.

•

An ‘overuse of conceptualisation’ explanation. Much of the literature explored in
chapter 3 involves conceptualisations that have not been tested empirically.
Indeed much of the literature (including perhaps this thesis) results in little more
than the construction of theoretical categories, which are difficult to
operationalise, and so we end up with lots of concepts, but not much data and
analysis.

•

A ‘fragmentation’ explanation, which holds that researchers and theorists have
been insular, and more interested in developing and pursuing their own particular
theoretical concern or perspective, and failing to relate it to a bigger picture and
explicitly debate and explore points of difference or disconnection.
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Perhaps, while each might contain some element of truth, none of these is entirely
satisfactory in providing an explanation. Perhaps, as Stern comments, the problem
lies in the vastness of the concept of culture itself (Stern 1992).

Whatever the explanation, the failure to adequately conceptualise culture for language
teaching is a serious shortcoming of the field. Other concepts are ‘vast’; language
itself, or disciplines such as ‘science’ or ‘history’, yet they have been adequately
conceptualised for the purposes of teaching. Perhaps none of these share the
abstraction, nebulous nature and variability of culture. Nonetheless, informed
teaching, and the development of informed teachers, capable of devising teaching that
is appropriate to different situations in a ‘post method’ era, requires the articulation of
an understanding and conceptualisation of what is being taught, in order that teachers
can design appropriate learning for each group of learners. A clear conceptualisation
is also necessary to enable teachers to be aware of options in deciding and designing
the learning and teaching procedures they will use and apply in classrooms. Effective
teacher education, and research and theory that inform and assist teachers, are also
dependent on a suitable conceptualisation of culture in language teaching.

Chapter 1 of this thesis began with a comment from Atkinson (1998) about the
centrality of culture to TESOL, and the chorus of a 1960s song from Bob Dylan,
saying that knowing something is going on is not the same thing as understanding it.
These statements seemed to represent something of the state of the teachers’
understandings of culture and how they have taught it. Rather than providing
enlightenment on the conundrum, however, the professional literature seemed to be a
source of it. This situation required some sort of resolution of the conundrum faced by
teachers. The framework presented here has the potential to resolve culture
conundrum of TESOL. It offers a conceptualisation that links sophisticated
understandings of culture and its relationship with language to the practicalities of
teaching. While being most firmly founded in ILT, it also draws on insights offered
by a variety of other perspectives. It identifies areas in which understanding is
required, and issues and options that confront teachers in their teaching of culture, and
has potential to empower them in their management and enactment of cultural
teaching, whatever the context of TESOL in which they work.
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Appendix 1
The teacher survey instrument
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La Trobe University
Graduate School of Education

Research Project on
TESOL Teachers’ Attitudes to Aspects of
Cultural Learning and Teaching

Questionnaire
November 1998

This survey is part of a research project which is exploring the attitudes of teachers
working in the TESOL field towards the teaching and learning of culture. The data
gathered will help inform the development of professional development activities in
this area. The time, energy and thought you provide in responding to this survey is
greatly appreciated.
In order to enhance the value of this questionnaire as an instrument for
researching the attitudes of teachers, you are requested to complete it without
consulting colleagues. (If you wish to discuss issues raised in it with colleagues,
please wait until you have completed your responses.)
Should you wish to be informed of future PD initiatives in this area, please provide
your contact details on the sheet at the end of the survey. To ensure confidentiality,
these will be separated from responses upon their return to the Graduate School of
Education .
A small number of respondents to this survey will be interviewed, in order to gather
more comprehensive information. We are seeking volunteers who would be willing to
be interviewed some time after completion of the questionnaire. If you are willing to
be interviewed, could you please place your name in the appropriate section of the
information sheet provided to your school or centre with this questionnaire.
Please return completed survey to ‘TESOL Teacher Survey, Graduate School of
Education, La Trobe University, Bundoora, 3083’, by December 11, 1998. A
stamped, addressed envelope has been provided for your convenience.
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Section 1. Background Information
In this section, please circle the responses that apply to you, and where
requested, please write in appropriate information.
1.1 Your Age:
51+

21-25

1.2 Gender:

Female

26-30

31 - 40

41-50

Male

1.3 Length of TESOL Teaching Experience:

< 5 years

6 -10 years

10-15 years

> 15 years

1.4.1 Academic qualifications held: ________________________________
1.4.2 General Teaching qualifications held: ______________________________
(Non- TESOL specific)
________________________________
1.5 Level of TESOL Qualifications: (Please circle)
Short course (RSA Certificate etc)
Pre service TESL Method
Higher
(Dip Ed, B. Ed etc)
Degree

Graduate

Graduate Diploma

Certificate

Graduate B. Ed

1.6 Current Workplace:
(Please circle all words that describe it, More than one is possible)

Primary
Education

Secondary

Formal Adult Education

Government

Catholic

Independent School

Intensive ESL program
ESL
1.7 Location:

TAFE

Community Adult

Private provider

ESL support for students in mainstream
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Part time

City/Inner suburban

Western Suburbs

Northern Suburbs

Eastern Suburbs

Southern/South Eastern Suburbs

Provincial City

1.8 How long have you worked in this workplace? __________________years.
1.9 Level(s) of Students you mostly work with at the moment: (circle)
ESL support for students in mainstream education
ESL specific institution:

Beginner

Intermediate

English for Academic purposes

Advanced

Other: ___________________

1.10 Curriculum Framework used in your current teaching (Please circle):
No formal curriculum framework
CSF

CSF ESL Companion

CSWE

CGEA

Other (please name): _________________________________
1.11 Language(s) Other then English Spoken and degrees of proficiency:

1.13(a) Mother tongue/language(s) spoken at home:

1.13(b) How would you describe your cultural Background?
(e.g. ‘Australian’, ‘Italian’, ‘Italian-Australian’ etc)

1.14 Time spent out of Australia:

Years: _______________

Countries/Region(s)

Time spent studying:

Time spent Working:

Time spent travelling or participating in tourism:
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Section 2
In this section, you are requested to write brief answers to the
questions asked.
2.1 What are the most important things your students need to learn?

2.2 When you think about your students’ chances of productive and fulfilling
participation in life in Australia, what factors do you think may either enhance or
inhibit their chances of success?

2.3 What balance between teaching language and teaching culture do you try to
achieve in your classes?

2.4 What is your role in the settlement process of your students?

2.5 How do you assist your students in their adjustment to life in Australia?
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2.6 To what extent do the needs of immigrants and of overseas students temporarily in
Australia coincide? To what extent are their needs different? Please give reasons for
your answer.

2.7 What aspects of culture do you teach in your classes?

2.8 How do you teach culture in your classes?

2.9 What is your view of the relationship between language and culture?

2.10 In the context of current debate about immigration to Australia, do you feel
more committed
about the same commitment
less committed
to teaching ESL/ELICOS?

2.11 Please explain your reasons for your answer to 2.10.
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2.12 What contribution has immigration made to Australia, and what contribution is it
making now?

2.13 Does the curriculum and assessment framework that you work with (e.g. CSWE,
CSF, CGEA, etc.) guide you in your teaching of culture to your students? If so, how?

2.14 Has the introduction of this framework changed the ways in which you teach
culture in your classes? If so, how?
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Section 3
In this section, you are provided with a number of statements. Each
represents an attitude to the issue identified. Please circle the statement
that is closest to your attitude to the issue.
3.1 Circle the statement that is closest to your attitude to the learning
needs of your students.
A. My students need to develop control over English grammar and pronunciation,
understand Australian people and society, and develop a new image of themselves as
speakers of English in Australia.
B. My students need to develop control over English grammar and pronunciation, and
understand Australian people and Australian society.
C. My students need to develop control over English grammar and pronunciation, and
become acquainted with some Australian slang and colloquialisms.
D. My students need to develop control over English grammar and pronunciation, as
well as appropriate use of the language.
E. My students only need to develop control over English grammar and
pronunciation.

3.2 Circle the statement that is closest to describing your role in your
students’ adjustment into Australian society.
A. My role is to teach the English Language only.
B. My role is to teach the English Language and to provide my students with a general
orientation to Australian society.
C. My role is to provide my students teach the English Language, and to provide them
with direct and explicit cultural orientation to the workplaces and educational
institutions they will enter.
D. My role is to teach the English language, provide and explicit cultural orientation
to the workplaces and educational institutions they will enter, and help them to
develop an identity as a speaker of English in Australia.
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3.3 Please circle the statement that best describes your attitude to the
results of immigration to Australia.
A. Immigration is useful for individuals, but is a cost to the society as a whole.
B. Immigration is useful for individuals, and is cost neutral to the society.
C. Immigration is useful for individuals, provides social benefits, and is cost neutral
to the society.
D. Immigration is not only useful for individuals, it also provides economic benefits
to the whole society.
E. Immigration is not only useful for individuals, it also enriches the society both
economically and socially.
F. Immigration provides such beneficial individual and social results, that it is
worthwhile even if this results in some negative economic impact on the nation.

3.5 Please circle the statement that is closest to your attitude to the way
immigrants should react to Australian society.
A. Migrants should accept mainstream Australian values and see themselves as
Australian.
B. Migrants should accept mainstream Australian values, although it is appropriate
that they still have some sense of pride in their own ethnicity.
C. Migrants should accept certain core values that are essential to the cohesion of
Australian society, and it is appropriate that they maintain their own cultural practices,
values and traditions that don’t conflict with those Australian core values.
D. Migrants should obey Australian laws, but in every other sense it is appropriate
that they maintain and perpetuate their own cultural traditions and practices.
E. Migrants have every right to challenge Australian core values, and exert influence
to have their own values and practices accepted as part of everyday Australian life.
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3.6 Please circle the statement that is closest to your opinion about the
way your curriculum framework deals with cultural diversity.
A. The curriculum framework that I work with provides no recognition of the
possibility of cultural diversity in its outcomes statements.
B. The curriculum framework that I work with provides recognition of the possibility
of cultural diversity in a few of its outcomes statements.
C. The curriculum framework that I work with provides some recognition of the
possibility of cultural diversity in some of its outcomes statements.
D. The curriculum framework that I work with recognises the possibility of cultural
diversity in most of its outcomes statements.
E. The curriculum framework that I work with recognises and endorses culturally
diversity in most of its outcomes statements.

3.7 Please circle the statement that is closest to describing the extent to
which your curriculum framework guides me in my teaching of culture.
A. The curriculum framework that I work with emphasises the cultural teaching that I
must do.
B. The curriculum framework that I work with allows me to develop my own ideas in
relation to cultural teaching.
C. The curriculum framework that I work with restricts the cultural teaching that I can
do.
D. The curriculum framework that I work with does not allow me to pay any attention
to cultural teaching.
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Section 4
In this section you are provided with contradictory statements on a
number of issues related to the teaching of culture. Please place a
cross (X) at the position along the line to show where you would place
yourself in relation to these opposing positions.
4.1
Because communicative
competence involves
sociocultural competence,
communicative language
teaching means that
teachers only need to attend
to linguistic-based rules and
patterns.
4.2
Teaching a language means
helping learners to
communicate in a new
‘code’, without changing
their sense of identity.
4.3
Language use is about
expressing meanings which
can be conveyed in almost
any situation.

4.4
I need to give my students
an idea of what to expect in
Australia, and about the
values, attitudes and
perceptions of Australians.

4.5
I sometimes need to deal
with controversial and/or
uncomfortable topics e.g.
the debates associated with
Pauline Hanson, in my
classroom.

l____l____l____l____l____l

l____l____l____l____l____l

l____l____l____l____l____l

l____l____l____l____l____l

l____l____l____l____l____l
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Because communicative
competence involves
sociocultural competence,
communicative language
teaching means that
teachers have to pay
constant attention to
cultural factors that may be
non linguistically based.
Teaching a new language
means helping learners to
develop a new sense of
identity.

Language use is about
expressing meanings and
negotiating your social
relationships with those
with whom you are
communicating.

I cannot be expected to be
familiar with every situation
my students are likely to
experience in Australia, so I
should concentrate on
teaching the language.

It is not appropriate for me
to raise controversial or
‘uncomfortable’ topics in
my classroom.

4.6
I have a role to play in
assisting my students in
adjusting to Australia, that
extends beyond just
teaching the language.

l____l____l____l____l____l

I have no role to play in
helping my students adjust
to life in Australia, other
than teaching the language.

4.7 Consider this statement.
Culture can be considered as patterned ways of acting, perceiving and believing
comprising a number of ‘layers’, which can be described as:
• knowledge of particular significant people, events, places and practices;
• automatic actions and reactions in certain situations and in reaction to certain events;
• a sense of belonging with, and being accepted by a particular group of people.
4.7.1 Is this a view of culture that you have encountered before?
Often

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

Considering each of these layers of culture, please comment on where you consider
these would be most effectively taught on a scale that runs between ‘Explicit and
direct presentation of what is to be learned’ and learning that is ‘Mainly intuitive and
based on experiencing the phenomenon to be learned’.
Knowledge of particular significant people, events, places and practices.
4.7.2
Mainly intuitive and based
Explicit and direct
l____l____l____l____l____l
on experiencing the
presentation of what is to be
phenomenon to be learned.
learned.

Automatic actions and reactions in certain situations and in reaction to certain events.

4.7.3 Explicit and direct
presentation of what is to be
learned.

l____l____l____l____l____l

Mainly intuitive and based
on experiencing the
phenomenon to be learned.

A sense of belonging with and being accepted by a particular group of people

4.7.4 Explicit and direct
presentation of what is to be
learned.

4.8
Culture can be easily

l____l____l____l____l____l

Mainly intuitive and based
on experiencing the
phenomenon to be learned.

l____l____l____l____l____l

It is impossible to ever fully
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learned and taught.

4.9
Non English speaking
immigrants should learn
English in order to ensure
the cohesiveness of the
society.
4.10
The curriculum framework I
work with covers cultural
learning very well and
provides me with good
direction in this aspect of
my teaching.
4.11
The curriculum framework I
work with assumes that all
learners are similar.

learn another culture.

l____l____l____l____l____l

l____l____l____l____l____l

l____l____l____l____l____l
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Non English speaking
immigrants should learn
English in order to
maximise their potential to
participate in all aspects of
life in Australia.
The curriculum framework I
work with is not adequate in
its coverage of cultural
learning and I need to do
extra planning in this aspect
of my teaching.

The curriculum framework I
work with is sensitive to
cultural diversity among my
students.

Section 5
In this section you are provided with a number of statements, and you
are asked to indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the
statement.
5.1 It is important that my students develop a good understanding of the essential
features of Australian culture, such as the names of famous people and places, the
importance of the bush and values such as egalitarianism.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

5.2 It is important that my students develop a sense of their identity and how they
relate to other speakers of English in Australia.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

5.3 My students’ participation in Australian society is dependent on them
understanding the key values and attitudes of Australians.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

5.4 It is possible for my students to participate successfully in Australian society with
minimal proficiency in English.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

5.5 My students need to learn new values and ways of perceiving the world in order to
be proficient in the new language.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

5.6 My role can be likened to a member of a welcoming committee for new members
of the community and the community’s guests. My role is to make my students feel
welcome and aware of the main aspects of the new society.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

5.7 I am only a language teacher and should concentrate on teaching English. My
students have access to other support services.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

5.8 I should be active in monitoring my students’ adjustment into Australia, and assist
by sensitively directing them to appropriate support services when necessary.
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Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

5.9 My teaching of language automatically teaches culture, and so no additional
attention needs to be given to teaching the culture.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

5.10 My students need to be told about cultural values, perceptions and practises as
they are learning the language.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

5.11 My students need to be encouraged to make explicit comparisons between the
culture of their first language(s) and the culture of Australian English.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

5.12 I get my students to discuss and compare aspects of their cultures, so that they
can better understand Australian culture.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

5.13 I get my students to discuss and compare aspects of their cultures, so that they
can better understand each other.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

5.14 I try to present language and social situations which are predictable, typical of
what they are likely to encounter.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

5.15 I try to expose my students to a wide range of possible complications and
sources of breakdowns in dialogues and role plays that they encounter in the
classroom.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

5.16 Immigration has been a good thing for Australia.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent
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Disagree

Strongly Disagree

5.17 In the current situation, a near cessation of immigration would be in Australia’s
interests.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

5.18 Current debates about immigration and multiculturalism have made my job as a
TESOL teacher more difficult.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

5.19 In view of recent public debates, I am more conscious of needing to help my
students to have harmonious interaction with Australians of English speaking
background.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

5.20 There is no difference in my treatment of culture now that I am using a
curriculum framework, compared to when I didn’t work within such a framework.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

5.21 The use of a curriculum framework has meant that I have to be more careful to
ensure that my students are learning culture as well as language.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

5.22 The curriculum framework that I use do not make adequate recognition of
diversity in student backgrounds or of the Australian population in general.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

5.23 The curriculum framework I use in my teaching helps me to teach the language
my students need to repair misunderstandings and breakdowns in communication.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent
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Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Section 6

In this section you are asked a number of questions about your ideas in
relation to the knowledge of TESOL teachers, and your attitude
towards professional development activities.
6.1 Teachers’ roles on assisting students’ in their students’ adjustment to Australia
TESOL teachers should
play an active role in
helping their students to
l____l____l____l____l____l
develop their own sense of
identity and place in
Australian society.
6.1.1 I think about this issue
Constantly

Frequently

Sometimes

TESOL teachers should
concentrate on language
teaching and leave it to
students to develop their
own sense of identity and
place in Australian society.

Rarely

Never

6.2
Teachers’ roles as agents of integration and advocates of diversity.
The work of TESOL
teachers is essentially about
integrating their students
into Australian society.

l____l____l____l____l____l

The work of TESOL
teachers is essentially about
helping their students to
retain the culture and
identity in the new society.

6.2.2 I think about this issue
Constantly

Often

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

6.3 The role of the profession in influencing policy
The TESOL profession
should concentrate on
language teaching, and
leave it to policy makers
and the public to determine
policies in the areas of
multiculturalism and
immigration.

l____l____l____l____l____l

The TESOL profession
should take an active role in
trying to influence public
discussion about
multiculturalism and the
formulation of policy in this
area.

6.3.2
I think about this issue
Constantly

Often

Sometimes
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Rarely

Never

6.4.1 TESOL teachers that I work with know a lot about culture and cultural diversity.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

6.4.2 TESOL teachers that I work with do not know enough about culture and cultural
diversity.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

6.4.3 TESOL teachers that I work with need professional development on how to
manage cross cultural communication.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

6.4.4 TESOL teachers that I work with need professional development on the details
of the cultural backgrounds of the cultures of their students.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

6.4.5 TESOL teachers that I work with need professional development on the nature
of culture and how it is learned.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

6.4.6 TESOL teachers that I work with need professional development on how
different approaches to language teaching can also be productive in terms of cultural
learning.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

6.5 I would be interested in participating in PD activities on the
following topics
6.5.1 The nature of culture.
Very interested

Interested

Not Interested

6.5.2 The relationship between culture and language.
Very interested

Interested
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Not Interested

6.5.3 Ways of teaching culture.
Very interested

Interested

Not Interested

6.5.4 The role of teachers in the settlement processes.
Very interested

Interested

Not Interested

6.5.5 The meaning of multiculturalism and the nature of a multicultural society.
Very interested

Interested

Not Interested

6.5.6 Professional development that explores the cultural consequences for students of
ESL teaching.
Very interested

Interested

Not Interested

6.5.7 Professional development that explored the values and attitudes that are
transmitted (explicitly and implicitly) in ESL teaching.
Very interested

Interested

Not Interested

6.7 What does the term ‘multiculturalism’ mean to you?

6.8 Would you be interested in professional development activities that explored this
further, and which also explored the role of TESOL in a multicultural society?

6.9 Please identify any topics (other than those already listed) in which would interest
you if PD was available:

Thank you for your cooperation and your willingness to complete this
survey!
If you wish to be informed of professional development activities related
to the subjects covered by this survey, don’t forget to place your contact
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details on the information sheet forwarded to your school or centre with
this questionnaire.
Please also complete the relevant section if you are willing to be
interviewed as a follow up to this questionnaire.
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Appendix 2:
Summary of the teacher survey data
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Appendix 2:
Summary of the teacher survey data
This appendix provides aggregate data derived from the survey of teachers, which is
described in Chapter 2. There were 64 respondents, 9 working in primary schools, 20
in secondary schools, 28 in the adult sector, and 7 who did not specify the education
sector they worked in. One adult sector respondent provider answers to only to
questions in section 1 (personal information), so was not included in any of the data.
The number of respondents in each sector is therefore 9 primary teachers, 20
secondary teachers 27 adult sector teachers, and 7 who did not specify the sector they
worked in.

The survey instrument is presented in Appendix 1 and the rationale for this design
and analysis is described in Chapter 2.

The following abbreviations are used to indicate the nature of each item in reporting
its results:
OE

Open ended response (respondents write a brief response to the question)

OM

Opinion matching (Respondents identify which of the opinions presented are
closest to the opinion of the respondent).

PC

Position on continuum (respondents marked a point on a line to represent
where they considered their opinion to be located in terms of a continuum
between conflicting views.

LS

Likert scale items

The following data present the patterns of responses by topic of response. The
numbers presented are the numbers of teachers giving the specified response in each
category. As the respondent group is not large, and the sub totals for each sector are
quite small, these responses should be taken as having no status as representing a
statistical sample of any particular group, other than as a record of the responses these
TESOL teachers made to the survey. Because of the size of the group, statistical
analysis such as calculations of standard deviations or measures of reliability of items
such as Pearson co-efficients, was not deemed possible or appropriate.
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Where examples of responses are given, the letter and number code (for example P3
for ‘primary sector teacher 3’) given to each returned questionnaire is listed.
The questionnaire item precedes the presentation of the data it elicited. Where
teachers marked a point on a continuum (PC items), their answer was judged to be the
letter code given to each notch on the scale, which were given letter codes like this:

A

B

C

D

E

F

l____l____l____l____l____l____l

In order to facilitate comparison of the data, they are presented as percentages,
rounded to the first decimal point. The data are reported in sections based on the topic
explored by the instrument, and then reported for each of the relevant items, in the
order they appeared on the instrument.. In each row, the percentage given represents
the percentage of teachers in the given sector who responded in the manner indicated.
The last row presents the percentage of the total of the teachers responding in the
manner indicated. A brief summary presents the overall conclusions drawn from the
data in each section.

As the number of respondents in each sector varies, the effect of such differences
needs to be borne in mind when making comparisons between the sectors.

Data has been presented by sectors in order to determine the extent to which patterns
of response were similar or different across the different sectors, and where the
pattern of responses in a sector may vary from the others.

A2.1 The demographic and professional backgrounds of the
teachers
Items in section 1 of the survey instrument elicited information about the personal
characteristics and professional background and experience of the respondents.
Table A2.1: Age of the teachers
NR

21-25 26-30 31-40 41-50

Primary

0%

0%

0%

Secondary

0%

0%

0%

3.7%

0%

7.4%

Adult
Unspecified
Total

51+

22.2% 33.3% 44.4%
45%

55%

0%

22.2% 37.3% 29.6%

0%

0%

0%

42.9% 57.1%

0%

1.6%

0%

3.2%

31.7% 44.4%

19%
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Table A2.2: Gender of the teachers
Female
Primary

Male

100%

0%

90%

10%

Adult

88.9%

11.1%

Unspecified

100%

0%

92%

8%

Secondary

Total

Table A2.3: Identity of the teachers
Primary
Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total*

NR

Australian

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

55.5%
70%
74.1%
71.4%
69.8%

Other English
speaking^
0%
15%
3.7%
0%
6.3%

Other +
Australian *
44.4%
10%
18.5%
28.5%
20.6%

Other #
0%
5%
3.7%
0%
3.2%

^ Included South African and Irish
* Included Greek-Australian (4), Italian-Australian (3), Anglo-Indian-Australian,
Ukraine-Australian, German-Australian, Jewish-Australian and Croatian-Australian.
# Included Czech and Malaysian-Indian.

Table A2.4: Nature of the highest TESOL qualification held by the teachers
All respondents reported that they held a qualification in TESOL.
NR

Pre service
method

Grad
Cert

Grad
Dip

Higher
degree

Other

Primary

0%

11.1%

11.1%

7.7%

0%

0%

Secondary

0%

35%

10%

35%

15%

5%

Adult

0%

22.2%

14.8%

40.7%

22.2%

0%

Unspecified

0%

0%

0%

57.1%

42.9%

0%

Total+

0%

22.2%

11.1%

46%

19.4%

1.6%

Table A2.5: The teachers’ TESOL experience in years
Sub total Primary
Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total

NR

<5

0%

33.3%

6 to 10 10 to 15
22.2%

22.2%

> 15
22.2%

0%

15%

35%

25%

25%

3.7%

14.8%

29.6%

14.8%

37%

0%

14.3%

42.9%

28.6%

14.3%

3.2%

17.4%

31.7%

20.6%

28.6%

Table A2.6: Location of the teachers’ workplaces
Primary
Secondary*
Adult
Unspecified
Total*

NR
0%
0%
3.7%
28.6%%
4.7%

City/Inner
0%
28.5%
14.8%
28.6%
18.8%

West
0%
19%
33.3%
14.3%
21.9%

North
11.1%
14.3%
29.6%
0%
18.8%

*1 secondary teacher had 2 jobs in different regions
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East
44.4%
14.3%
7.4%
28.6%
17.2%

South/SE
44.4%
14.3%
11.1%
0%
15.6%

Regional
0%
9.5%
0%
0%
3.1%

Summary
The teachers worked in a variety of programs from different parts of Melbourne, with
two from regional centres. They were qualified and experienced teachers of TESOL
working predominantly in Melbourne. They were almost all women and 75% were
aged between 31 and 50, with most of the others being aged over 51. They worked in
each of the primary, secondary and adult sectors. A significant majority of the
teachers identified as Australian, with a significant number identifying as having a
mixed identity, including Australian.

A2.2 The teachers’ perceptions of the cultural learning needs
of students in TESOL programs
The relevant items on the instrument were 2.1 (OE), 2.2 (OE), 2.6 (OE), 3.1 (OM),
5.2 (LS) 5.3 (LS) 5.4 (LS) 5.5 (LS) 5.19 (LS).
Item 2.1 (OE)
This item asked: What are the most important things your students need to learn?
After analysis of the responses, it was determined that they could be classified
according to the following categories.
Table A2.7: Classification of responses to item 2.1
Strong language
orientation

Language
orientation

Language and
contextual
factors

Contextual factors

Strong contextual
factors

Table A2.8: Examples of responses in each category for item 2.1
The letter and number codes identify which of the respondents made the response, so
‘P7’ means ‘primary teacher, number 7’, and so on:
Strong Language
orientation

Language
orientation
Language and
contextual factors

Contextual factors

Strong contextual
factors

Oral language - firstly survival, confidence to have a go, and to be able to
ask for help. Articulation of English sounds so that others can understand
them. Following from this is reading and writing. To do this children must
have good listening habits (P7)
To speak, read and write English. To be ready for a mainstream Classroom.
To understand English and use the language to communicate. (P1)
ï English so that they are able to participate in the curriculum, school and
everyday life as fully as possible. ï Survival skills, both educationally and
socially. ï Awareness of local/Australian culture so that they can be at ease
in it. (S16)
What is expected of them in an Australian classroom e.g. participating in
group work, working together, to question and to be critical/analytical
thinkers. ï Relating to others in English and in the appropriate register.
(S17)
VCE study skills preparation (S15)
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Table A2.9: Distribution of responses to item 2.1
Language
orientation

Language and
contextual
factors

11.1%

Strong
language
orientatio
n
33.3%

22.2%

5%

0%

20%

3.7%

11.1%

0%

0%

6.3%

9.5%

NR

Primary
Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total

Contextual
factors

Strong
contextual
factors

11.1%

0%

22.2%

45%

20%

10%

25.9%

29.6%

11.1%

18.5%

57.1%

14.2%

14.2%

14.2%

27%

27%

12.1%

15.9%

Comment
There is a spread of responses across all categories, with language and contextual
factors just having the largest total of any category. Slightly more responses indicated
a language orientation or strong language orientation than contextual or strong
contextual factors. The secondary teachers had a slightly more responses indicating
an orientation to contextual factors than the other sectors.
Conclusion: Most of the teachers consider their learners need to learn about their new
social environment as well as learning the English language, but a significant number
of teachers expressed their learners’ learning needs in terms of language alone.
Item 2.2 (OE)
This item asked: When you think about your students’ chances of productive and
fulfilling participation in life in Australia, what factors do you think may either
enhance or inhibit their chances of success?
Responses were placed in the following categories, based on the nature of the needs
mentioned.
Table A2.10: Classification of responses to item 2.2
Strong personal factors Personal factors Language Societal factors

Strong societal factors

Table A2.11: Examples of responses in each category in item 2.2
Strong personal

Personal
Language
Societal

Strong societal

The way in which the family copes with the move and settlement -especially
adult relationships - the way the adults are coping or not, will affect the
children. (P9)
Own personalities/family/attitudes/beliefs/ability to cope. Belief in
self/ambition/natural ability - school results ñ flexibility (S25)
Ability to express themselves competently in order to access resources
available (S19)
Enhance: opportunities to use acquired knowledge, opportunities to bring
their beliefs, thoughts behaviours to new language. Inhibit: exclusion from
decision making groups, teams, meetings, committees (A46)
Dominance of Anglo Celtic culture in Australia - widespread ignorance in
mainstream society of other cultures coupled with an underlying feeling of
being threatened by them (A27)
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Table A2.12: Distribution of responses for item 2.2
Personal
factors

Language

11.1%

Strong
personal
factors
22.2%

44.4%

0%

0%

35%

7.4%

0%

0%

0%

4.7%

3.1%

42.8%

NR

Primary
Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total

Societal factors

Strong
societal

22.2%

0%

0%

35%

30%

0%

37%

22.2%

18.5%

14.8%

85.7%

0%

14.3%

0%

23.8%

19.4%

6.3%

Comment
More teachers saw personal factors and attributes as significant, than language or
societal factors. More adult sector teachers saw societal factors as more significant
than did teachers in the other sectors. Language factors alone were seen as significant
by only about one quarter of the teachers.

Item 2.6 (OE)
This item asked: To what extent do the needs of immigrants and overseas students
temporarily resident in Australia coincide? To what extent are they different? Please
give reasons for your answer.
Table A2.13: Classification of responses to item 2.6
Coincide

Some similarities and differences

Different

Table A2.14: Examples of responses in each category of response to item 2.6
Coincide

They need to communicate, both orally and in writing and be understood,
and they need to understand what others say. (P7)
In some factors in initial adaptation but immigrants' social needs are more
involved. (S18)
Immigrants have different reasons for being here, may have less English,
need survival English and English for job skills. -overseas students usually
have a 'good' knowledge of English, need academic English skills and are
looking at specific things from their English tuition - skills to enable them
to pass their courses. (S24)

Some similarities
and differences
Different

Table A2.15: Distribution of responses to item 2.6
Primary
Secondary

NR

Coincide

22.2%

22.2%

Some similarities and
differences
44.4%

Different
11.1%

0%

20%

50%

30%

Adult

14.8%

11.1%

51.9%

22.2%

Unspecified

14.3%

0%

57.1%

28.6%

Total

11.1%

14.3%

50.8%

23.8%

The relatively high ‘no response’ rate to this item may reflect an unwillingness to
comment by teachers who had no experience of one of the two groups of learners.
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Comment
About half of the responses identified some similarities and differences, while slightly
more of the remainder saw the needs of each group of learners as different. This
pattern was generally consistent across all sectors, except the primary teachers.

Item 5.2 (LS)
This item asked respondents to indicate their attitude to the following statement: It is
important that my students develop a sense of their identity and how they relate to
other speakers of English in Australia.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Table A2.16: Distribution of responses to item 5.2
NR
Primary

0%

Strongly
Agree
44.4%

44.4%

0%

0%

Strongly
disagree
11.1%

Secondary

0%

55%

45%

0%

0%

0%

3.7%

14.8%

77.8%

3.7%

0%

0%

0%

14.3%

85.7%

0%

0%

0%

1.6%

31.4%

63.5%

1.6%

0%

1.6%

Adult
Unspecified
Total

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Comment
The majority of teachers see the development of a sense of identity and relating to
other speakers of English as important. There is a very high degree of unanimity
across sectors on this item, with only 1 teacher expressing strong disagreement, and
one other ambiguity.

Item 5.3 (LS)
This item asked respondents to indicate their attitude to the following statement: My
students’ participation in Australian society is dependent on them understanding the
key values and attitudes of Australians.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Table A2.17: Distribution of responses to item 5.3
NR
Primary
Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

11.1%

Strongly
Agree
22.2%

Strongly
disagree
0%

44.4%

22.2%

0%

0%

25%

60%

15%

0%

0%

3.6%

7.1%

46.4%

25%

14.3%

0%

0%

0%

62.5%

25%

12.5%

0%

3.1%

14.1%

51.6%

21.9%

7.8%

0%
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Comment
About two-thirds of teachers agree that their students need to understand the values
and attitudes of Australians. However, there is also some ambivalence with about one
quarter of the teachers indicating their ambivalence and a small degree of
disagreement with this item. Disagreement and ambivalence is stronger in the adult
sector.
Item 5.4 (LS)
This item asked respondents to indicate their attitude to the following statement: It is
possible for my students to participate successfully in Australian society with minimal
proficiency in English.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Table A2.18: Distribution of responses to item 5.4
NR

Strongly Agree Agree Ambivalent Disagree Strongly disagree

Primary

0%

0%

0%

11.1%

44.4%

44.4%

Secondary

0%

5%

10%

5%

50%

30%

3.7%

0%

40.7%

18.5%

22.2%

14.8%

0%

14.3%

14.3%

14.3%

57.1%

0%

1.6%

3.2%

22.2%

12.7%

38.1%

22.2%

Adult
Unspecified
Total

Comment
Generally the teachers see English as essential for participation in Australian society.
There is some ambivalence and variation in responses, with agreement being lower,
and disagreement higher, in the school sector, with ambivalence, and a more equal
division between agreement and disagreement in the adult sector.
Item 5.5 (LS)
This item asked respondents to indicate their attitude to the following statement: My
students need to learn new values and ways of perceiving the world in order to be
proficient in the new language.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Table A2.19: Distribution of responses to item 5.5
Primary
Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total

NR

Strongly Agree

Agree

11.1%

0%

44.4%

Ambivalent Disagree Strongly disagree
33.3%

11.1%

0%

5%

5%

40%

25%

25%

0%

7.4%

7.4%

18.5%

29.6

37.3%

0%

0%

0%

57.1%

28.6%

14.3%

0%

6.3%

4.8%

33.3%

28.6%

27%

0%

Comment
There is considerable spread of views (though no strong disagreement), with slightly
stronger levels of agreement than disagreement and ambivalence (which are roughly
equal). Patterns are similar across sectors, with slightly more disagreement in the
adult sector.
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Item 5.19 (LS)
This item asked respondents to indicate their attitude to the following statement: In
view of recent public debates, I am more conscious of needing to help my students to
have harmonious interaction with Australians of English speaking background.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Table A2.20: Distribution of responses to item 5.19
NR
Primary
Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total

Strongly Agree Agree Ambivalent Disagree Strongly disagree

11.1%

11.1%

33.3%

44.4%

0%

0%

0%

25%

40%

25%

10%

0%

3.7%

7.4%

51.9%

22.2%

14.8%

0%

0%

0%

14.8%

11.1%

0%

0%

3.2%

12.7%

46%

28.6%

9.5%

0%

Comment
A majority of the teachers agree or strongly agree with this statement, while just
under a third are ambivalent, and about 10% disagree. The pattern of responses is
similar across all of the sectors.

Summary
The teachers see themselves as teaching more than language alone, although with the
exception of the primary teachers, they see the personal attributes of learners as
having an impact on their settlement in Australia. The needs of immigrants and
international students are seen as different, although some similarities are also
perceived. While some teachers (mainly in the adult sector) believe that learners can
participate in Australian society with minimal English, an understanding of
Australians and their way of life is considered significant. There is some feeling that
recent debates mean that the teachers need to help their students more to develop
harmonious relationships with English speaking Australians. All the teachers felt their
learners need to develop a sense of identity as a user of English and in dealing with
speakers of English in Australia.
The teachers see the needs of their students as going beyond just the learning of
English. The learners also need to understand their new social environments, and the
people who speak English in that society, although this view is not quite so widely
held among the teachers working in the adult sector.

A2.3 The teachers’ views of their roles in the settlement of
learners into Australian society
The items related to this category were 2.4 (OE), 2.5 (OE), 3.2 (OM) 4.6 (PC) 5.6
(LS) 5.7 (LS) 5.8 (LS) 6.1 (PC*) 6.2 (PC*).
Item 2.4
This item asked: What is your role in the settlement process of your students?
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Table A2.21: Classification of responses to item 2.4
Crucial beyond
education

Important beyond
education

General Educational Only language
role

Important as
contact/
informant

Table A2.22: Examples of responses in each category of response to item 2.4
Crucial beyond
education

Young refugees require as much pastoral care & advocacy as possible. I make
contacts & appointments for such things as counselling, legal advice to find
relations in camps etc. (A39)
Very important. I try to develop positive thinking and hope. Most refugees especially from former Yugoslavia) tend to be negative about their future
whilst Asians are more confident. (A36)
Very important but mostly as a model (A33)

Important
beyond
education
Important as
contact/
informant
General
educational role

ESL Coordinator: Introduction to the school eg making sure have a 'buddy' on
the first day. Making sure have appropriate books and understand timetable.
Know where appropriate parts of the school are etc. (S13)
As a tutor I train my students to understand basic oracy skills (eg surname,
suburb, given names address etc, asking for services - a lot of group and pair
work to give them confidence in simple oral communication. (A54)

Only language

Table A2.23: Distribution of responses to item 2.4

Primary

0%

45%

25%

20%

10%

11.1%

44.4%

11.1%

7.4%

18.5%

14.3%

57.1%

0%

0%

14.3%

6.3%

42.9%

14.3%

15.9%

14.3%

11.1%
0%
7.4%

Unspecified 14.3%
Total

General
Educational
role
44.4%

Crucial beyond
education

Secondary
Adult

Important as
contact/
informant
11.1%

Only language

0%

Important
beyond
education
22.2%

NR

6.3%

11.1%

Comment
Over half of the teachers responding (49.2%) saw their role as extending beyond
education, while only 14.3% described their role as essentially language teaching.
Another third of the teachers saw themselves as either important as a contact or
source of information, or having a general educative role. The teachers generally see
their role as broad, incorporating educative, informational and support roles that
extend beyond language teaching alone. This was similar in all sectors, although
teachers in the primary sector saw themselves as having a less significant role beyond
education.
Item 2.5
This item asked: How do you assist your students in their adjustment to life in
Australia?
Table A2.24: Classification of responses to item 2.5
Language only

Language and
security

Language and
Info about
Australia
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Language,
security and
information

Information
Security only
about Australia

Table A2.25: Examples of responses in each category in response to item 2.5
Language Only
Language and
security
Language and Info
about Australia
Language, security
and information
about Australia

Information about
Australia

Security only

If they have questions or problems we discuss them but my assistance is
minimal (U58)
Educationally - through teaching the language emotionally - through
pastoral care system - through communication with family - multicultural
tutor liaising with students and their families (S24)
Language! Advice/discussion/ Guest speakers - use of telephone + now
computers + the internet e.g. to find information - help them pursue their
interests - and many, many more ways (A41)
Assess their needs personal educational, vocational, social. Contact + bring
government agencies. Adjust curriculum to reflect their culture and
Australian culture. Go to Parliament, electoral office, Refugee week,
sexual/health units on nutrition. Our students often have no family. They
are vulnerable. They need friendship, security & the opportunity to make
money and send home. We help with these things. (A39)
Provide knowledge of health/legal/ed and other community services - pass
on appropriate information as necessary - act as a 'go-between' between
their experience and Australian life i.e. a type of half way port/neutral
(impossible I know) (A40)
For the short 10 weeks they are in my class, I try to almost include them in
my 'extended' family. Try to create a secure, happy classroom + assist all
to make friends with their classmates. Making learning English enjoyable and
fun. Teach them about Australia - history, geography, etc. Invite them to
my home (just once a term) to meet my husband and have morning tea.
(A43)

Table A2.26: Distribution of responses to item 2.5
NR

Primary
Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total

11.1%
0%

Language Language Language Language, Information
about
security
and Info
only
and
Australia
and
about
security
Australia information
0%
11.1%
22.2%
11.1%
33.1%

Security only

11.1%

0%

10%

0%

0%

45%

45%

3.7%

0%

0%

11.1%

14.8%

44.4%

25.9%

0%

14.3%

0%

14.3%

0%

42.9%

28.6%

3.2%

1.6%

4.8%

9.5%

7.9%

42.9%

30.2%

Comment
The teachers indicated they undertook a number of roles in the settlement of their
students. Language was often part of this (perhaps more than is implied by the
classification used). A significant number of the teachers saw their role as providing
information about Australia, and a high proportion also saw providing a sense of
security as an important part of their role. There were more teachers in the adult
sector who indicated that they saw providing information about Australia as
important.
Item 3.2
This item asked respondents to: Circle the statement that is closest to describing your
role in your students’ adjustment into Australian society.
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A. My role is to teach the English Language only.
B. My role is to teach the English Language and to provide my students with a
general orientation to Australian society.
C. My role is to provide my students teach the English Language, and to provide
them with direct and explicit cultural orientation to the workplaces and educational
institutions they will enter.
D. My role is to teach the English language, provide and explicit cultural orientation
to the workplaces and educational institutions they will enter, and help them to
develop an identity as a speaker of English in Australia.
Table A2.27: Distribution of responses to item 3.2
Primary
Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total

NR

A

B

C

D

11.1%

0%

55.5%

11.1%

22.2%

10%

0%

30%

30%

30%

11.1%

0%

25.9%

29.6%

33.3%

0%

0%

28.6%

57.1%

14.3%

9.5%

0%

31.7%

30.2%

28.6%

Comment
The pattern of responses was consistent with the previous items. No teacher said they
saw language teaching only as their role, while the there was an relatively even spread
between items adding further elements to the role of language teacher.
Item 4.6 (PC)
This item asked respondents to indicate where they would place themselves on a
continuum between the following statements:
4.6
I have a role to play in
assisting my students in
adjusting to Australia that
extends beyond just teaching
the language.

l

____l____l____l____l____l

I have no role to play in helping
my students adjust to life in
Australia, other than teaching
the language.

Table A2.28: Distribution of responses to item 4.6
‘A’ refers to the mark at the left of the line, ‘F’ the mark at the right, and the other
letters the intermediate positions. The teachers’ responses were judged to be closest to
one of these.
A

B

C

D

Primary

0%

55.5%

44.4%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Secondary

0%

40%

55%

5%

0%

0%

0%

7.4%

40.7%

37.3%

14.8%

0%

0%

0%

0%

85.7%

14.3%

0%

0%

0%

0%

3.2%

47.6%

41.2%

7.9%

0%

0%

0%

Adult
Unspecified
Total

E

F

NR

Comment
These responses are consistent with other items; the teachers clearly see their role as
extending beyond teaching only the language.
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Item 5.6
This item asked respondents to indicate their attitude to the following statement: My
role can be likened to a member of a welcoming committee for new members of the
community and the community’s guests. My role is to make my students feel welcome
and aware of the main aspects of the new society.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Table A2.29: Distribution of responses to item 5.6
Primary
Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total

NR

Strongly Agree

Agree

0%

22.2%

55.5%

Ambivalent Disagree Strongly disagree
22.2%

0%

0%

5%

20%

65%

10%

0%

0%

3.7%

14.8%

59.2%

22.2%

0%

0%

0%

0%

57.1%

42.9%

0%

0%

3.2%

15.9%

60.9%

20.7%

0%

0%

Comment
The responses to this item are also consistent with other items, although there is more
ambivalence, which may result from the phrasing of the item.
Item 5.7
This item asked respondents to indicate their attitude to the following statement: I am
only a language teacher and should concentrate on teaching English. My students
have access to other support services.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Table A2.30: Distribution of responses to item 5.7
NR
Primary
Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total

0%

Strongly Agree Agree Ambivalent Disagree Strongly disagree
11.1%

0%

0%

55.5%

33.3%

0%

0%

0%

0%

50%

50%

11.1%

0%

7.4%

11.1%

40.7%

37.3%

0%

0%

0%

0%

57.1%

42.9%

4.8%

1.6%

3.2%

4.8%

47.6%

38.1%

Comment
These responses are consistent with the previous items, although the wording in this
item does elicit three responses that indicate the primary focus of the teachers’ roles is
language teaching, which were not evident in responses to the earlier items. There
may be small effect in these responses for the way the items are phrased.
Item 5.8
This item asked respondents to indicate their attitude to the following statement: I
should be active in monitoring my students’ adjustment into Australia, and assist by
sensitively directing them to appropriate support services when necessary.
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Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Table A2.31: Distribution of responses to item 5.8
Primary
Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total

NR

Strongly Agree

Agree

11.1%

33.3%

44.4%

Ambivalent Disagree Strongly disagree
11.1%

0%

0%

0%

55%

40%

0%

5%

0%

3.7%

29.6%

55.6%

11.1%

0%

0%

0%

42.9%

42.9%

14.3%

0%

0%

3.2%

39.7%

47.6%

7.9%

1.6%

0%

Comment
This is also consistent with the previous items.
Item 6.1
This item asked respondents to indicate where they would place themselves on a
continuum between two statements, followed by asking them to report how frequently
they thought about this issue:
6.1 Teachers’ roles on assisting students’ in their students’ adjustment to Australia
TESOL teachers should play an
active role in helping their
students to develop their own
sense of identity and place in
Australian society.

l

____l____l____l____l____l

TESOL teachers should
concentrate on language
teaching and leave it to
students to develop their own
sense of identity and place in
Australian society.

6.1.1 I think about this issue

Constantly

Frequently

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

Table A2.32: Distribution of responses to item 6.1
Primary
Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total

NR

A

B

C

D

E

F

11.1%

33.3%

44.4%

0%

0%

11.1%

0%

0%

35%

35%

30%

0%

0%

0%

3.7%

14.8%

29.6%

37.3%

11.1%

0%

3.7%

0%

57.4%

0%

0%

28.6%

14.3%

0%

3.2%

28.6%

30.2%

25.4

7.9%

3.2%

1.6%

Table A2.33: Distribution of responses to item 6.1.1
NR

Constantly

Frequently

Sometimes

Primary

0%

11.1%

66.6%

Secondary

0%

10%

50%

7.4%

3.7%

51.9%

0%

14.3%

57.1%

28.6%

0%

0%

3.2%

7.9%

52.4%

30.2%

4.8%

1.6%

Adult
Unspecified
Total
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Rarely

Never

22.2%

0%

0%

35%

10%

0%

29.6%

3.7%

3.7%

Comment
There is a wider spread of responses to this item, which is phrased in terms of
assisting learners to develop ‘a sense of identity’. However, more responses are closer
to the end of the continuum that gives teachers this responsibility. More responses
that are more towards the end of the scale that limited this role, or towards the middle
come from the adult sector teachers than the teachers in schools.
This is an issue which almost all of the teachers who responded report thinking about
at least ‘sometimes’ – suggesting it is an issue that concerns or interests them.
Item 6.2
This item asked respondents to indicate where they would place themselves on a
continuum between two statements, followed by asking them to report how frequently
they thought about this issue:
6.2 Teachersí roles as agents of integration and advocates of diversity.
The work of TESOL teachers is
essentially about integrating
their students into Australian
society.

l

The work of TESOL teachers is
essentially about helping their
students to retain their culture
and identity in the new
society.

____l____l____l____l____l

6.2.2 I think about this issue

Constantly

Often

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

Table A2.34: Distribution of results to item 6.2
Primary
Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total

NR

A

B

C

D

E

F

11.1%

0%

22.2%

33.3%

11.1%

11.1%

11.1%

10%

5%

15%

60%

5%

5%

0%

14.8%

3.7%

18.5%

44.4%

7.4%

7.4%

7.4%

0%

0%

14.3%

57.1%

14.3%

14.3%

0%

11.1%

3.2%

17.5%

49.2%

7.9%

7.9%

3.2%

Table A2.35: Distribution of results to item 6.2.2
Primary
Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total

NR

Constantly

Often

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

11.1%

0%

55.5%

33.3%

0%

0%

5%

10%

35%

50%

0%

0%

11.1%

0%

48.1%

40.7%

0%

0%

0%

0%

71.4%

28.6%

0%

0%

7.9%

3.2%

47.6%

41.2%

0%

0%

Comment
About half of the teachers saw themselves as somewhere towards the middle, though
slightly closer to the ‘integrate’ end of the continuum than the retaining difference
end of the scale. The other responses were spread toward either end, with very few
teachers placing themselves the end closest to ‘integration’, while the responses
closer to the retention of culture and identities was evenly spread in each of the three
points. This pattern was similar in each of the education sectors. This was also an
issue that all of the responding teachers reported thinking about at least sometimes.
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Summary
The teachers clearly see their role as broader than being restricted to teachers of
language. They identify a number of factors, including giving their learners
information about Australia, providing a sense of security, and assisting their students
to develop a sense of identity as users of English as important parts of their role.
There is some ambivalence towards how active the teachers may be in shaping
identity among some teachers working in the adult sector. The teachers see
themselves as having a role that involves both assisting their learners integrate into
Australia, but also as retaining some sense of their cultural origins and identity.

A2.4 The teachers’ views on the relationship between
teaching culture and teaching Language
The items dealing with this were 2.3 (OE). 2.7 (OE) 2.9 (OE), 4.1 (PC) 4.2 (PC) 4.3
(PC) 4.7.1 (PC*), 4.8 (PC) and 5.9 (LS).
Item 2.3 (OE)
This item asked: What balance between teaching language and teaching culture do
you try to achieve in your classes?
Table A2.36: Classification of responses to item 2.3
Explicit culture Culture conscious Language & Culture
integrated

Language guides
culture

Language is culture

Table A2.37: Examples of responses in each category of response to item 2.3
Explicit culture

Culture conscious

Language and
culture integrated
Language guides
culture
Language is
culture

I focus more on the teaching of culture (explicitly) through the texts used in
class. The teaching of language (grammar) is limited mainly to lower levels.
(A48)
Lessons put in the context of the Australian setting as much as possible with
material about Australia so that it occurs implicitly rather than explicitly.
However, I utilise the opportunity offered by various holidays to introduce
them to Australian culture explicitly - also I focus on cultural areas that
experience has taught me the students need. (A52)
An even balance. In order to comprehend the language it is important to know
the culture and all it involves. (A42)
I spend a lot more time teaching the language; however, I guess by the way I
teach language teaching culture is incorporated. (U64)
Same thing (A50)

Table A2.38: Distribution of responses to item 2.3

Primary
Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total

Language
Language &
Language is
guides culture
culture
culture
integrated
44.4%
0%
1%

NR

Explicit
culture

Culture
conscious

11.1%

0%

33.3%

0%

5%

15%

40%

30%

10%

3.7%

14.8%

29.6%

25.9%

14.8%

11.1%

0%

0%

28.6%

28.6%

42.9%

0%

3.2%

7.9%

25.4%

33.3%

20.7%

9.5%
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Comment
Approximately one third of the teachers see the two as integrated, with about one
quarter seeing language as either guiding culture of language and culture being the
same thing. Another quarter of the teachers report their teaching as ‘culture
conscious’, while about one twelfth of the teachers reported explicit teaching of
culture. This suggests the teachers largely deal with culture in a way that closely
relates culture to language in some way.
Item 2.7 (OE)
This item asked: What aspects of culture do you teach in your classes?
Responses were placed in the following categories, according to the nature of the
content of the responses. Examples of each category are provided below.
Table A2.39: Classification of responses to item 2.7
Integrated with language Integrated with non language elements of
Elements/
Other
the curriculum
Dimensions of culture

Table A2.40: Examples of responses in each category of response to item 2.7
Integrated with
language
Integrated with non
language elements
of the curriculum
Elements/dimension
s of culture
Other

Aspects related to language - greetings, body language. Situations for
language use formal informal etc. (S11)
I don't set out to teach 'culture' - I try to use Australian materials and to
teach topics that have meaning for them. With higher classes I use Behind
the News and discuss festivals so they can come up. We also tackled the
electoral system in October (A37)
Cultural beliefs commonly held in Australian society: -egalitarianism - the
role of family (A48)
ï Language ï Current affairs incorporating insights into all manner of
society, customs, tradition as it relates to local society < politics, law,
business, personal stories ï 20th C Australian literature ï Topics of cultural
identity, including role of immigrants and international students (S15)

Table A2.41: Distribution of responses to item 2.7

Primary
Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total

Other

0%

Integrated with non
language elements of
the curriculum
1%

Elements or
Dimensions of
culture
44.4%

22.2%

5%

10%

70%

10%

3.7%

11.1%

14.8%

55.6%

14.8%

0%

0%

14.3%

71.4%

14.3%

6.3%

6.3%

12.7%

60.9%

14.3%

NR

Integrated with
language

22.2%
5%

Comment
The patterns of responses here suggests the teachers identify aspects of culture that
they teach, in a way that less explicitly relates culture to language than is suggested
by the responses to the previous item. This suggests that in thinking about what they
teach about culture, the teachers relate it less closely to language than if they are
asked about how language and culture are linked.
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Item 2.9
This item asked: What is your view of the relationship between language and culture?
Responses were placed in the following categories, according to the nature of the
content of the responses. Examples of each category are provided below.
Table A2.42: Classification of responses to item 2.9
Weak Language shapes culture Culture shapes language Strong Indivisible/ Interconnected

Table A2.43: Examples of responses in each category of response to item 2.9
Weak

English, in particular, is becoming a language that is used across many
cultures. (A33)
Closely linked. To understand a culture a good knowledge of the language is
required. (S17)
Language can only be taught from a cultural perspective as language is
embedded in culture. Without a cultural understanding, the language cannot
be fully understood. (S14)
Closely related. It's easier to see in a culture which is not my own. - for
example- the word 'Dreaming' for aboriginal culture cannot be seen as 8
letters but embodying past ways of seeing interpreting the land etc so it is
with language in the classroom. (A30)
Both are so intertwined it would be impossible to separate them and expect
one to stand without the other. (S20)

Language shapes
culture
Culture shapes
language
Strong

Indivisible/
Interconnected

Table A2.44: distribution of responses to item 2.9
Primary
Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total

No response

Weak
0%

Language
shapes culture
11.1%

Culture shapes
language
11.1%

11.1%
0%

Strong
22.2%

Indivisible/
Interconnected
44.4%

0%

15%

35%

10%

40%

3.7%

7.4%

0%

22.2%

11.1%

55.6%

0%

28.6%

0%

28.6%

14.3%

28.6%

3.2%

6.3%

6.3%

25.4%

12.7%

46%

Comment
Almost half (46% of responses were classified as indicating language and culture are
‘indivisible’, with another 25% seeing culture as shaping language, while only 4
(6.25%) saw language as shaping culture. The ‘indivisible’ category was more
frequent among adult sector teachers than the other sectors.
Item 4.1 (PC)
This item asked respondents to place themselves on a continuum between these
statements:
4.1
Because communicative
competence involves
sociocultural competence,
communicative language
teaching means that teachers
only need to attend to
linguistic-based rules and
patterns.

l

____l____l____l____l____l
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Because communicative
competence involves
sociocultural competence,
communicative language
teaching means that teachers
have to pay constant attention
to cultural factors that may be
non-linguistically based.

Table A2.45: Distribution of results for item 4.1
NR

A

B

C

D

E

F

Primary

0%

0%

0%

22.2%

11.1%

33.3%

33.3%

Secondary

0%

0%

0%

5%

25%

40%

30%

7.4%

0%

7.4%

11.1%

11.1%

33.3%

29.6%

0%

0%

0%

14.3%

28.6%

28.6%

28.6%

3.2%

0%

3.2%

11.1%

17.5%

34.9%

30.2%

Adult
Unspecified
Total

Comment
There is a strong preference for the right hand side of the line with the largest number
of responses one segment from the extreme right hand side, that is that teachers need
to attend to non linguistically based cultural factors. No significant sectoral
differences are evident, although the adult sector teachers chose the right hand side
slightly more than others. This suggests that the teachers believe that a focus on
language alone will not lead to identification of aspects of culture that need to be
taught.
Item 4.2 (PC)
This item asked respondents to place themselves on a continuum between these
statements:
4.2
Teaching a language means
helping learners to
communicate in a new ëcodeí,
without changing their sense
of identity.

l

____l____l____l____l____l

Teaching a new language
means helping learners to
develop a new sense of
identity.

Responses were recorded for their position along the line between the two opposing
statements. Marks were assigned to the nearest marker on the scale.

Table A2.46: Distribution of responses to item 4.2
Primary
Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total

NR

A

B

C

11.1%

44.4%

44.4%

0%

0%

10%

10%

15%

D

E

F

0%

0%

0%

45%

15%

5%

7.4%

3.7%

7.4%

48.1%

14.8%

14.8%

3.7%

0%

28.6%

28.6%

14.3%

14.3%

0%

14.3%

4.8%

14.3%

15.9%

27%

22.2%

11.1%

4.8%

Comment
While there is a spread of responses, about 60% of the responses are toward the left of
centre, suggesting that teachers see language learning as not radically altering one’s
identity. On the whole, the teachers avoided the right hand ends of the scale, although
there were more responses from secondary teachers at this end.
This pattern of responses seems to be contradictory to the views of the teachers when
they were commenting on the learning needs of students. There they were more ready
to identify the development of an identity as a user of English as a significant need of
learners.
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This effect may be due to the nature of the wording, with teachers being less
comfortable with the nature of ‘changing’ their learners identities, compared to
‘developing identities as users of English’. The apparent willingness of secondary
teachers to place themselves closer to the ‘changing identity’ end of the scale (though
to a limited extent) may reflect the nature of working with adolescents, a group who
are in the process of explicit identity formation, compared to primary age children
(for whom cognitive and social development are a greater focus) and teachers of
adults, who perhaps are more accustomed to think of themselves as ‘training’ people,
rather than changing them.
Item 4.3 (PC)
This item asked respondents to place themselves on a continuum between these
statements:
4.3
Language use is about
expressing meanings which can
be conveyed in almost any
situation.

l

____l____l____l____l____l

Language use is about
expressing meanings and
negotiating your social
relationships with those with
whom you are communicating.

Table A2.47: Distribution of responses to item 4.3
Primary
Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total

NR

A

B

C

D

E

F

0%

0%

0%

0%

44.4%

33.3%

22.2%

0%

5%

0%

5%

20%

11.1% 3.7%

11.1% 11.1% 14.8%

40%

30%

33.3%

14.8%

0%

0%

0%

14.3%

0%

42.9%

42.9%

4.8%

3.2%

4.8%

7.9%

19%

36.5%

23.8%

Comment
In this item, most of the responses in all sectors are clustered towards the right end of
the scale. The teachers are avoiding an expression of language as a socially neutral
code, in favour of a view of language which is highly loaded with messages about
attitudes and relationships, rather than only the communication of information.
Item 4.7
This item asked: 4.7 Consider this statement.
Culture can be considered as patterned ways of acting, perceiving and believing
comprising a number of ‘layers’, which can be described as:
• knowledge of particular significant people, events, places and practices;
• automatic actions and reactions in certain situations and in reaction to certain
events;
• a sense of belonging with, and being accepted by a particular group of people.
4.7.1 Is this a view of culture that you have encountered before?
Often

Sometimes

Rarely
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Never

Table A2.48: Distribution of results for item 4.7.1
Primary
Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total

NR

Often

0%

66.6%

5%

35%

Sometimes Rarely Never

7.4% 44.4%
0%

22.2%
50%
33.3%

11.1%

0%

5%

5%

11.1% 3.7%

14.3%

71.4%

0%

14.3%

4.8% 41.2%

41.2%

7.9%

4.8%

Comment
The responses suggest that teachers are used to thinking of culture as
multidimensional and complex, which involves more than knowledge, and which has
an influence on the ways people act, and a sense of affinity an individual has for the
larger social group.
Item 4.8
This item asked respondents to place themselves on a continuum between these
statements:
4.8
Culture can be easily learned
and taught.

l

____l____l____l____l____l

It is impossible to ever fully
learn another culture.

Table A2.49: Distribution of responses to item 4.8
Primary
Secondary
Adult

A

B

C

0%

11.1%

22.2%

D

E

44.4% 22.2%
25%

25%

F
0%

0%

0%

5%

35%

7.4%

0%

14.8%

33.3%

18.5% 14.8%

11.1%

0%

0%

0%

14.3%

42.9% 14.3%

28.6%

3.2%

0%

9.5%

30.2%

Unspecified
Total

NR
0%

27%

19%

10%

11.1%

Comment
There is a clustering of the teachers’ responses towards the centre of this scale. There
are very few responses at the ‘easy to teach end’ but more towards the ‘impossible to
learn’ end. This reflects a view of culture as complex.
Item 5.9 (LS)
This item asked respondents to indicate their attitude to the following statement: My
teaching of language automatically teaches culture, and so no additional attention
needs to be given to teaching the culture.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Table A2.50: Distribution of responses to item 5.9
NR

Strongly
agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

11.1%

11.1%

22.2%

44.4%

11.1%

Primary

0%

Secondary

0%

0%

10%

5%

70%

15%

3.7%

3.7%

7.4%

25.9%

51.9%

7.4%

Adult
Unspecified
Total

0%

0%

0%

28.6%

71.4%

0%

1.6%

3.2%

7.9%

19%

58.7%

9.5%
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Comment
About two thirds of the teachers disagreed that teaching language will automatically
teach culture, while just over a quarter agreed to some extent.

Summary of the teachers’ views on the relationship between teaching culture
and teaching language
The teachers report apparently contradictory views on some of the items concerned
with the nature of culture, and the relationship between in culture and language.
When they are asked a general question about the relationship between culture and
language, they report considering the two to be quite closely connected. However,
when asked about what dimensions of culture they teach in their classes, they tend to
report that language does not automatically guide them as to what they teach, and that
they identify aspects of culture without a strong linguistic component that they teach
in their classes.
In discussing the nature of language, as a mediator of relationships as well as a
conveyor of more factual information, the teachers report agreeing that language is a
medium negotiating social relationships. However, when asked if they are changing
learners’ identities by helping them to use a new language (which presumably,
because language and culture are closely related, involves new patterns of social
relationships, and new identities), the teachers are less ready to accept that they
‘change’ identities.
The wording of items seems to affect the pattern of responses. Items that refer to a
general connection between language and culture seem to elicit views that they are
closely interconnected, but items that elicit information on specific aspects of culture
seem to elicit responses that indicate the teachers separate culture from language in
identifying what they teach, and that they believe they need to do this. Similarly,
items that talk of ‘building new English speaking identities’ (see section 2) appear to
present no significant problem to the teachers, but if the item refers to ‘changing
learner identities’, (which the sophisticated language understandings of the teachers in
other items would imply), then the teachers, and especially the adult sector teachers
are more likely to identify this as what they are doing.
In short, there seems be some confusion in how the teachers reconcile their views that
language and culture are closely interrelated, that different cultures involves different
social relationships which are linguistically conveyed, and that learning a new
language involves learning a new identity, with the rhetoric of the profession which
values cultural diversity and difference. This is more marked in the adult sector
teachers.

A2.5 Approaches to teaching culture
The items dealing with approaches to teaching culture were 2.8 (OE), 4.5 (PC) 5.1
(LS), 5.10(LS), 5.11 (LS) 5.12 (LS) 5.13(LS) 5.14 (LS) 5.15 (LS) and 6.4 (LS).
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Item 2.8
This item asked: How do you teach culture in your classes?
Table A2.51: Classification of responses to item 2.8
Explicit as entity:
Explicit with
conscious planning language: attended
to as need arises

Integrated with
language

Integrated to
themes/
topics etc

Not considered
explicitly

Table A2.52: Examples of responses in each category of response to item 2.8
Explicit as entity:
Conscious
planning
Explicit with
language :
attended to as
the need arises
Integrated with
language
Integrated to
themes/
topics etc
Not considered
explicitly

Through celebration/festivals unit - include at least one from each country
represented in the class at some time or when appropriate. (P8)
Varies eg I really spell out 'manners' - the need for 'please' 'thank you' (most
students come from cultures where these words are not frequently used.
Some cultural issues have a really intricate history when students more
advanced, I teach some of the background - involve the students in activities
where the social behaviours are obvious (S25)
Generally as a context for language teaching (S11)
Through teaching and talking about my life and my family's life - holidays,
social, daily routine etc. Excursions. Songs. Videos. Stories. Speakers. (A43)
More implicit than explicit (S14)

Table A2.53: Distribution of responses to item 2.8
NR

Primary
Secondary
Adult
Unspecifie
d
Total

11.1%

Explicit as
entity:
conscious
planning
11.1%

Integrated
Explicit with
with
language:
attended to as language
need arises
22.2%
33.3%

Integrated
to topics
and
themes
22.2%

Not
considered
explicitly
0%

0%

0%

5%

15%

65%

15%

7.4%

18.5%

7.4%

18.5%

40.7%

7.4%

0%

14.3%

0%

57.1%

28.6%

0%

4.8%

11.1%

7.9%

23.8%

44.4%

7.9%

Comment
These responses suggest that the teachers tend to choose cultural content that arises
from themes or topics covered in class, and which is less informed by an explicit and
conscious planning of aspects of cultural learning needs of learners.
Item 4.5
This item asked respondents to place themselves on a continuum between these
statements:
4.5
I sometimes need to deal with
controversial and/or
uncomfortable topics e.g. the
debates associated with
Pauline Hanson, in my
classroom.

l

____l____l____l____l____l
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It is not appropriate for me to
raise controversial or
ëuncomfortableí topics in my
classroom.

Table A2.54: Distribution of responses to item 4.5
Primary
Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total

NR

A

B

C

D

E

F

0%

33.3%

22.2%

22.2%

22.2%

0%

0%

0%

35%

65%

0%

0%

0%

0%

7.4%

25.9%

40.7%

22.2%

0%

0%

3.7%

0%

85.7%

0%

14.3%

0%

0%

0%

3.2%

36.5%

41.2%

14.3%

3.2%

0%

1.6%

Comment
Clearly the teachers feel it appropriate and useful to address controversial and
potentially confronting topics in their classes.
Item 4.7.2
This item asked: Considering each of these layers of culture (see item 4.7.1 above),
please comment on where you consider these would be most effectively taught on a
scale that runs between ‘Explicit and direct presentation of what is to be learned’ and
learning that is ‘Mainly intuitive and based on experiencing the phenomenon to be
learned’.
ï Knowledge of particular significant people, events, places and practices.
4.7.2
Explicit and direct presentation l____l____l____l____l____l
Mainly intuitive and based on
of what is to be learned.
experiencing the phenomenon
to be learned.

ï Automatic actions and reactions in certain situations and in reaction to certain events.
4.7.3 Explicit and direct
presentation of what is to be
learned.

l

Mainly intuitive and based on
experiencing the phenomenon
to be learned.

____l____l____l____l____l

ï A sense of belonging with and being accepted by a particular group of people
4.7.4 Explicit and direct
presentation of what is to be
learned.

Mainly intuitive and based on
experiencing the phenomenon
to be learned.

l____l____l____l____l____l

Table A2.55: Distribution of responses to item 4.7.2 (teaching of cultural
knowledge)
Primary
Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total

NR

A

B

C

D

E

11.1%

11.1%

44.4%

33.3%

0%

0%

0%

0%

25%

55%

10%

5%

0%

5%

7.4%

22.2%

11.1%

33.3%

11.1% 14.8%

F

0%

0%

14.3%

71.4%

14.3%

0%

0%

0%

4.8%

20.7%

36.5%

23.8%

6.3%

6.3%

1.6%
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Comment
The responses suggest that the teachers report that they are generally explicit and
analytical in their treatment of cultural knowledge in the classroom.
Table A2.56: distribution of results to item 4.7.3 (teaching ways of acting and
reacting)
Primary

NR

A

B

C

D

E

F

11.1%

0%

22.2%

33.3%

11.1%

0%

11.1%

5%

0%

20%

40%

15%

15%

5%

7.4%

3.7%

18.5%

44.4%

11.1%

14.8%

0%

0%

28.6%

14.3%

28.6%

0%

28.6%

0%

6.3%

4.8%

17.5%

39.7%

14.3%

Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total

15.9% 3.2%

Comment
While the teachers report they work with a more explicit and analytical approach to
this dimension of culture, there are more responses towards the more experiential end
of the continuum.
Table A2.57: Distribution of results for item 4.7.4 (Teaching sense of identity as
a member of a group)
Primary

NR

A

B

C

D

E

F

11.1%

0%

0%

33.3%

11.1%

11.1%

33.3%

0%

0%

15%

10%

40%

25%

10%

11.1%

0%

22.2%

18.5%

18.5%

25.9%

3.7%

0%

14.3%

28.6%

14.3%

0%

28.6%

14.3%

6.3%

1.6%

17.5%

17.5%

22.2%

23.8%

11.1%

Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total

Comment
This aspect of culture produced a greater spread of responses, and a higher nonresponse rate. Again, the distribution is skewed a little further to the right, a more
experiential, implicit treatment of this aspect of culture. The skewing to the
experiential end is slightly more marked in the schools sector, compared to the adult
sector.
Item 5.1 (LS)
This item asked respondents to indicate their attitude to the following statement: It is
important that my students develop a good understanding of the essential features of
Australian culture, such as the names of famous people and places, the importance of
the bush and values such as egalitarianism.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Table A2.58: Distribution of responses to item 5.1
NR

Strongly agree

Agree

Primary

0%

11.1%

22.2%

33.3%

22.2%

11.1%

Secondary

5%

0%

65%

20%

10%

0%

3.7%

11.1%

33.3%

37.3%

11.1%

3.7%

0%

0%

57.1%

28.6%

14.3%

0%

3.2%

6.3%

44.4%

30.2%

12.7%

3.2%

Adult
Unspecified
Total
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Ambivalent Disagree Strongly Disagree

Comment
Just over fifty per cent of the teachers agreed with this statement to some degree,
while just under one third were ambivalent, and about one sixth disagreed.
Ambivalence (but not disagreement) was more frequent among the adult sector
teachers. Interestingly, the cultural ‘content’ here is presented as knowledge in a way
that does not connect it to language.
Item 5.10
This item asked respondents to indicate their attitude to the following statement: My
students need to be told about cultural values, perceptions and practices as they are
learning the language.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Table A2.59: Distribution of responses to item 5.10
Primary
Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total

NR

Strongly agree

Agree

0%

11.1%

77.7%

Ambivalent Disagree Strongly Disagree
0%

11.1%

0%

0%

40%

50%

10%

0%

0%

3.7%

14.8%

55.6%

22.2%

3.7%

0%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

0%

1.6%

20.7%

61.9%

12.7%

3.2%

0%

Comment
This produced very high levels of agreement, with over 80% of the teachers agreeing
with the statement to some degree. Most of the other responses were ambivalent, with
a very low level of disagreement. Most of the ambivalent responses came from
teachers in the adult sector.
Item 5.11
This item asked respondents to indicate their attitude to the following statement: My
students need to be encouraged to make explicit comparisons between the culture of
their first language(s) and the culture of Australian English.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Table A2.60: Distribution of responses to item 5.11
NR

Strongly agree Agree Ambivalent Disagree Strongly Disagree

Primary

0%

22.2%

55.5%

11.1%

11.1%

0%

Secondary

0%

15%

60%

15%

10%

0%

7.4%

11.1%

37.3%

33.3%

11.1%

0%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

0%

3.2%

12.7%

54%

20.7%

9.5%

0%

Adult
Unspecified
Total

Comment
About two thirds of the teachers agreed to some extent, while about one fifth were
ambivalent, and one tenth disagreed. Ambivalence and disagreement were more
frequent in the adult sector than in the other sectors.
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Item 5.12
This item asked respondents to indicate their attitude to the following statement: I get
my students to discuss and compare aspects of their cultures, so that they can better
understand Australian culture.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Table A2.61: Distribution of responses to item 5.12
NR

Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Primary

0%

22.2%

77.7%

0%

0%

0%

Secondary

0%

40%

60%

0%

0%

0%

7.4%

14.8%

74.1%

0%

3.7%

0%

0%

14.3%

57.1%

14.3%

14.3%

0%

4.8%

23.8%

68.2%

1.6%

3.2%

0%

Adult
Unspecified
Total

Comment
Almost all of the teachers report using cross-cultural comparison in order to better
understand Australian culture.
Item 5.13
This item asked respondents to indicate their attitude to the following statement: I get
my students to discuss and compare aspects of their cultures, so that they can better
understand each other.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Table A2.62: Distribution of responses to item 5.13
NR

Strongly agree

Agree

Primary

0%

33.3%

66.6%

0%

0%

Secondary

0%

35%

65%

0%

0%

0%

3.7%

22.2%

63%

7.4%

3.7%

0%

Adult
Unspecified
Total

Ambivalent Disagree Strongly Disagree
0%

0%

0%

25.9%

0%

0%

0%

1.6%

25.4%

68.2%

3.2%

1.6%

0%

Comment
Virtually all of the teachers report that they use explicit cross cultural comparison in
order to assist in their students better understanding each other.
Item 5.14
This item asked respondents to indicate their attitude to the following statement: I try
to present language and social situations which are predictable, typical of what they
are likely to encounter.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent
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Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Table A2.63: Distribution of responses to item 5.14
NR

Strongly agree

Agree

Primary

0%

22.2%

55.5%

11.1%

11.1%

0%

Secondary

0%

25%

55%

15%

5%

0%

11.1%

11.1%

66.7%

7.4%

3.7%

0%

0%

0%

85.7%

14.3%

0%

0%

4.8%

12.7%

63.5%

11.1%

4.8%

0%

Adult
Unspecified
Total

Ambivalent Disagree Strongly Disagree

Comment
The vast majority of the teachers present typical situations in order to make their
students more aware of patterns and conventions of interaction, with a small number
of teachers reporting that they are ambivalent about whether they do this.
Item 5.15
This item asked respondents to indicate their attitude to the following statement: I try
to expose my students to a wide range of possible complications and sources of
breakdowns in dialogues and role plays that they encounter in the classroom.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Table A2.64: Distribution of responses to item 5.15
Primary
Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total

NR

Strongly agree

Agree

11.1%

22.2%

33.3%

Ambivalent Disagree Strongly Disagree
22.2%

11.1%

0%

0%

20%

70%

10%

0%

0%

11.1%

14.8%

59.2%

11.1%

3.7%

0%

0%

0%

71.4%

14.3%

14.3%

0%

6.3%

15.9%

60.9%

12.7%

4.8%

0%

Comment
It appears that the teachers do not restrict themselves to the typical and predictable,
they also address potential sources of misunderstanding and breakdowns.
Summary of the teachers’ views on their approaches to the teaching of culture.
The teachers report that they are generally explicit in their teaching of aspects of
culture, especially in relation to more factual dimensions of culture. They report that
they involve their learners in slightly more experiential modes of learning in relation
to cultural behaviours and a sense of affiliation and identity. However, the survey did
not elicit any data on what such approaches might be like. Most of the teachers
reported using explicit comparison as a means of better helping their students to
understand Australian culture and to better understand each other. They reported
teaching both predictable and routine patterns of interaction, and reported drawing
learners’ attention to possible sources of breakdown.

A2.6 The teachers’ views on the impact of curriculum
frameworks on their teaching of culture
The items dealing with this were items 2.13(OE) 2.14 (OE), 3.6 (OM), 3.7 (OM) 4.10
(PC) 4.11 (PC) 5.20 (LS) 5.21 (LS) 5.22 (LS) and 5.23 (LS)
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Item 2.13
This item asked: Does the curriculum and assessment framework that you work with
(e.g. CSWE, CSF, CGEA, etc.) guide you in your teaching of culture to your students?
If so, how?
Table A2.65: Classification of responses to item 2.13
No Some A lot

A fourth category ‘controls’ was considered possible. But there were no responses
that could be allocated to that category, so it was discarded.
Table A2.66: Examples of responses in each category of response to item 2.13
No

Some

A lot

(CSWE) Not greatly - I would be teaching much the same way regardless of the
framework - in terms of cultural component (A28)
Not really. I think the curriculum in other subject areas and my intuitions guide me in
this area (S11)
Yes. But more theory than practical advice. LAMERC in Richmond offers more practical
strategies & PD (P5)
(CSWE) Yes, but not always directly. In some instances it calls for research into
aspects of the Australian culture eg the workforce (A42)
(CSF companion) Yes. CSF contextual understanding (U60)
(CSWE) CSWE with its genre based approach it does focus my attention on the
characteristics of language use in this culture. (A35)

Table A2.67: Distribution of responses to item 2.13
Primary
Secondary
Adult

NR

No

Some

A lot

11.1%

22.2%

66.6%

0%

10%

50%

40%

0%

11.1%

48.1%

25.9%

14.8%

Unspecified

28.6%

28.6%

28.6%

14.3%

Total

12.7%

42.9%

36.5%

7.9%

Comment
Very few of the teachers saw their curriculum framework as having a big influence on
their teaching of culture. Just over a third said their framework influences them to
some extent, but more said that their curriculum framework did not guide them in
their teaching of culture.
Item 2.14 (OE)
This item asked: Has the introduction of this framework changed the ways in which
you teach culture in your classes? If so, how?
Table A2.68: Classification of responses to item 2.14
Not changed Some change Significant change

Table A2.69: Examples of responses in each category of response to item 2.14
Not changed
Some change
Significant
change

Not really. We were teaching it anyway both formally and informally. (S20)
Made me aware of subtle contextual understandings, and how these affect
meaning in a text. (U61)
Yes, it means there is less time for teaching culture as we get bogged down in
ticking boxes for competencies + assessment which do not necessarily match
the needs of students to participate in Australian culture. (A29)
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Table A2.70: Distribution of responses to item 2.14
NR
Primary

Not changed Some change Significant change

22.2%

77.7%

0%

0%

15%

70%

10%

5%

Adult

18.5%

59.2%

11.1%

11.1%

Unspecified

42.9%

42.9%

14.3%

0%

Total

20.7%

63.5%

9.5%

6.3%

Secondary

Comment
Of the responses received to this item, the vast majority said that the introduction of
the curriculum framework had not changed their teaching of culture. The high no
response rate may be attributable to some teachers not working within a prescribed
curriculum framework (teachers in non-government schools and some adult ESL
programs).
Item 3.6
This item asked respondents to: Please circle the statement that is closest to your
opinion about the way your curriculum framework deals with cultural diversity.
A. The curriculum framework that I work with provides no recognition of the
possibility of cultural diversity in its outcomes statements.
B. The curriculum framework that I work with provides recognition of the possibility
of cultural diversity in a few of its outcomes statements.
C. The curriculum framework that I work with provides some recognition of the
possibility of cultural diversity in some of its outcomes statements.
D. The curriculum framework that I work with recognises the possibility of cultural
diversity in most of its outcomes statements.
E. The curriculum framework that I work with recognises and endorses culturally
diversity in most of its outcomes statements.
Table A2.71: Distribution of results to item 3.6
NR

A

B

C

D

E

0%

22.2%

0%

44.4%

0%

22.2%

10%

10%

20%

20%

10%

30%

Adult

18.5%

29.6%

11.1%

25.9%

14.8%

0%

Unspecified

28.6%

14.3%

0%

28.6%

14.3%

14.3%

Total

14.3%

19%

12.7%

28.6%

11.1%

14.3%

Primary
Secondary

Comment
Most of the responses suggested that the recognition of cultural diversity within the
curriculum frameworks was limited or constrained to some extent, with a quarter of
responding teachers saying their frameworks did generally acknowledge cultural
diversity.
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Item 3.7
This item asked respondents to: Please circle the statement that is closest to
describing the extent to which your curriculum framework guides me in my teaching
of culture.
A. The curriculum framework that I work with emphasises the cultural teaching that I
must do.
B. The curriculum framework that I work with allows me to develop my own ideas in
relation to cultural teaching.
C. The curriculum framework that I work with restricts the cultural teaching that I can
do.
D. The curriculum framework that I work with does not allow me to pay any attention
to cultural teaching.
Table A2.72: Distribution of responses to item 3.7
Primary
Secondary
Adult

NR

A

B

C

D

0%

11.1%

88.8%

0%

0%

15%

0%

80%

0%

5%

14.8%

0%

70.3%

11.1%

3.7%

Unspecified

28.6%

0%

57.1%

14.3%

0%

Total

14.3%

1.6%

74.6%

6.3%

3.2%

Comment
While about 10% of all the teachers felt constrained in their teaching of culture in
some way, just under three quarters of the teachers felt their framework did not
constrain them in their teaching of culture.
Item 4.10 (PC)
This item asked respondents to place themselves on a continuum between these
statements:
4.10
The curriculum framework I
work with covers cultural
learning very well and provides
me with good direction in this
aspect of my teaching.

l

____l____l____l____l____l

The curriculum framework I
work with is not adequate in
its coverage of cultural
learning and I need to do extra
planning in this aspect of my
teaching.

Table A2.73: Distribution of responses to item 4.10
Primary
Secondary
Adult

NR

A

B

C

D

E

F

0%

11.1%

0%

22.2%

11.1%

44.4%

11.1%

10%

5%

15%

15%

10%

40%

5%

11.1%

0%

3.7%

18.5%

22.2%

29.6%

14.8%

Unspecified

28.6%

0%

14.3%

0%

0%

42.9%

14.3%

Total

11.1%

3.2%

7.9%

15.9%

14.3%

36.5%

11.1%
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Comment
Nearly half of the teachers’ responses were clustered towards the right hand end of
the scale, while there were few responses towards the left side. It seems that while the
curriculum frameworks don’t restrict the teachers in their teaching of culture, neither
do the teachers feel that they provide guidance.
Item 4.11 (PC)
This item asked respondents to place themselves on a continuum between these
statements:
4.11
The curriculum framework I
work with assumes that all
learners are similar.

l

____l____l____l____l____l

The curriculum framework I
work with is sensitive to
cultural diversity among my
students.

Table A2.74: Distribution of responses for item 4.11
Primary
Secondary

NR

A

B

C

D

E

F

11.1%

0%

22.2%

0%

33.3%

11.1%

22.2%

10%

5%

10%

10%

15%

35%

15%

11.1%

7.4%

37.3%

22.2%

7.4%

7.4%

7.4%

Unspecified

14.3%

14.3%

0%

0%

28.6%

28.6%

14.3%

Total

11.1%

6.3%

22.2%

12.7%

15.9%

19%

12.7%

Adult

Comment
Some teachers, especially in the adult sector, consider their framework as assuming
some degree of homogeneity in learners, while about half of the teachers responded
closer to the end of the scale that their framework is responsive and sensitive to
cultural diversity in learners.
Item 5.20
This item asked respondents to indicate their attitude to the following statement:
There is no difference in my treatment of culture now that I am using a curriculum
framework, compared to when I didn’t work within such a framework.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

TableA2.75: Distribution of responses for item 5.20
NR

Strongly agree

Agree

11.1%

11.1%

44.4%

0%

33.3%

0%

5%

15%

35%

25%

15%

5%

Adult

14.8%

3.7%

33.3%

29.6%

18.5%

0%

Unspecified

14.3%

0%

28.6%

42.9%

14.3%

0%

Total

11.1%

7.9%

25.4%

19%

1.6%

Primary
Secondary

34.9%
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Ambivalent Disagree Strongly disagree

Comment
This item elicits a wider spread of opinions, and a higher degree of ambivalence,
especially in the adult sector teachers than the open ended questions reported above.
This effect may reflect the nature of the question type, or the position of this item,
later in the survey, after a wide range of issues relating to the teaching of culture had
been considered by the teachers.
Item 5.21
This item asked respondents to indicate their attitude to the following statement: The
use of a curriculum framework has meant that I have to be more careful to ensure
that my students are learning culture as well as language.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Table A2.76: Distribution of responses for item 5.21
Primary
Secondary
Adult

NR

Strongly agree

Agree

11.1%

0%

55.5%

Ambivalent Disagree Strongly disagree
22.2%

11.1%

0%

5%

0%

10%

25%

60%

0%

14.8%

3.7%

29.6%

14.8%

33.3%

3.7%

Unspecified

14.3%

0%

14.3%

42.9%

28.6%

0%

Total

11.1%

1.6%

25.4%

22.2%

38.1%

1.6%

Comment
More teachers disagree than agree with this statement, with a considerable number of
teachers ambivalent about this. Disagreement was more frequent in the secondary
teachers, and to slightly lesser extent in the adult sector. Again this pattern of results
is different to the open ended questions reported above, with more responses
indicating some sort of change (in this case more carefully addressing the teaching of
culture) as a result of the introduction of the curriculum frameworks.

Item 5.22
This item asked respondents to indicate their attitude to the following statement: The
curriculum framework that I use does not make adequate recognition of diversity in
student backgrounds or of the Australian population in general.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Table A2.77: Distribution of responses for item 5.22
NR
Primary
Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total

0%

Strongly agree Agree Ambivalent Disagree Strongly disagree
0%

22.2%

44.4%

22.2%

11.1%

5%

5%

20%

20%

40%

10%

7.4%

7.4%

55.6%

14.8%

14.8%

0%

0%

0%

28.6%

42.9%

28.6%

0%

4.8%

4.8%

36.5

23.8%

25.4%

4.8%
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Comment
A little under half of the teachers suggested their curriculum framework was not
sufficiently sensitive to cultural diversity, which is a similar pattern of responses to
earlier items on this issue.
Item 5.23
This item asked respondents to indicate their attitude to the following statement: The
curriculum framework I use in my teaching helps me to teach the language my
students need to repair misunderstandings and breakdowns in communication.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

TableA2.78: Distribution of responses for item 5.23
NR

Strongly agree

Agree

22.2%

0%

33.3%

22.2%

22.2%

0%

Secondary

10%

0%

50%

30%

10%

0%

Adult

7.4%

3.7%

14.8%

37.3%

33.3%

3.7%

0%

0%

71.4%

28.6%

0%

0%

9.5%

1.6%

34.9%

31.7%

20.7%

1.6%

Primary

Unspecified
Total

Ambivalent Disagree Strongly disagree

Comment
More teachers agreed with this statement to some degree than disagreed. About one
third of the teachers were ambivalent. Disagreement and ambivalence came mostly
from teachers in the adult sector.

Summary of the teachers’ views on the impact of curriculum frameworks on
their teaching of culture.
While most of the teachers felt the curriculum frameworks had not significantly
changed their teaching of culture and did not constrain them in their teaching of
culture, neither did the frameworks guide them in their teaching of culture. They also
felt that the frameworks did not make adequate recognition of cultural diversity in
learners, nor in the Australian population at large.

A2.7 The teachers’ views on the value of immigration and
multiculturalism in the development of Australia
This section also explored the teachers’ reaction to the ‘Immigration debate’ that was
taking place in public discourse in Australia at the time. The items that dealt with this
were 2.10 (MC) 2.11 (OE), 2,12 (OE), 3.3 (OM), 3.5 (OM) 4.9 (PC) 5.16 (LS) 5.17
(LS) 5.18 (LS)
Item 2.10
This item asked: In the context of current debate about immigration to Australia, do
you feel:
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o more committed
o about the same commitment
o less committed
to teaching ESL/ELICOS?
Table A2.79: Distribution of responses for item 2.10
Primary

NR

More

About the same

Less

11.1%

22.2%

66.6%

0%

Secondary

0%

50%

50%

0%

Adult

0%

33.3%

63%

3.7%

14.3%

28.6%

57.1%

0%

3.2%

34.9%

58.7%

1.6%

Unspecified
Total

Comment
Well over half the teachers reported that it had not changed their attitude. Over a
third of the total number of teachers reported that it had made them more committed,
while only one teacher reported that it had decreased their commitment to their
teaching.
Item 2.11
This item asked: Please explain your reasons for your answer to 2.10.
Those who said they were more committed said their students needed extra support,
or greater advocacy in the community
Table A2.80: Examples of responses of teachers who were ‘more committed’ in
item 2.10
U59 My students need/may need more support in the environment created by this 'debate' as well
as needing a voice through which to be heard.
S13 Because of the attacks feel more committed to the students. Attacks are often very illinformed - feeling more protective of students.
A33 It is important to develop skills of living multiculturally. The first thing an intolerant person
notices is undeveloped English.

Many of the responses of those whose commitment had not changed, emphasised that
their commitment was always at a high level, or that the environment did not affect
their personal level of commitment. Examples of responses
TableA2.81: Examples of responses of teachers whose commitment was ‘about
the same’ in item 2.10
U 62 I've always had a strong commitment about teaching ESL/ELICOS
S10 Perhaps I'm a Pollyanna, but I see the current debate as a momentary aberration. Even if
the situation were more long standing - it would not change my commitment to teaching ESL.
A29 My commitment is bound up with my reasons for choosing the profession; this is not
swayed by the debate at the moment. I've always felt strongly about the importance of
immigration. The only slight change may be that I feel even more vindicated in teaching
assertiveness when I know my students are more likely to experience racism/hostile views.

Only one teacher reported feeling less committed, and made this comment:
A50 It's hard to feel committed to a vanishing workplace
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Item 2.12
This item asked: What contribution has immigration made to Australia, and what
contribution is it making now?
Comment
The teachers’ responses showed such uniformity of discourse that it was not possible
to identify a useful basis of classification of the responses. Almost all responses spoke
in terms that could be labelled as nation building in either development of the
population, economy and infrastructure, and also in terms of bringing additional
ideas, perspectives and skills to the nation. Most responses explicitly mentioned
cultural practices as well, some making the point that they saw Australia as it giving
Australia advantages in dealing with the rest of the world. For example, U 61:
It has enriched the country - socially, culturally and economically and should continue
to do so,

and some responses emphasised the social and cultural impact, eg A48:
The values Australia has absorbed - tolerance, equal opportunity - immigration has
contributed and continues to contribute to the fostering of these values in our
community.

The following responses stand out, a presenting variation from this perspective. The
first adds a personal perspective to the general discourse evident in the responses:
I used to eat chops and 3 vegs (boiled for 20 mins) every night! Our society has been
enriched in many ways permanently. (S25)

The second because it is framed from an immigrant perspective:
I was born overseas (England). Whilst this country has provided me with a home and
education, I have given back to many organisations (as a voluntary basis) and feel that
many immigrants gratefully support their local communities in a similar manner. S22

This response is one of only two that mentioning any potential drawbacks
Immigration has introduced new ideas, values(?) it has generated employment and
'development'. Of course there have been some negative aspects as well (eg inter
ethnic conflict has the potential to perpetuate a situation of hostility..) A27

And this one stands out for its introspective perspective
It has forced us to examine who we are and how we treat people from different
backgrounds or with different customs. A28

Item 3.3
This item asked respondents to: Please circle the statement that best describes your
attitude to the results of immigration to Australia.
A. Immigration is useful for individuals, but is a cost to the society as a whole.
B. Immigration is useful for individuals, and is cost neutral to the society.
C. Immigration is useful for individuals, provides social benefits, and is cost neutral
to the society.
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D. Immigration is not only useful for individuals, it also provides economic benefits
to the whole society.
E. Immigration is not only useful for individuals, it also enriches the society both
economically and socially.
F. Immigration provides such beneficial individual and social results, that it is
worthwhile even if this results in some negative economic impact on the nation.
Table A2.82: Distribution of responses for item 3.3
Primary
Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total

NR
11.1%

A
0%

B
0%

C
0%

D
0%

E
77.7%

F
11.1%

5%

0%

0%

5%

0%

75%

15%

18.5%

0%

0%

3.7%

0%

44.4%

33.3%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

100%

0%

11.1%

0%

0%

3.2%

0%

65%

20.7%

Comment
The patterns of responses in entirely consistent with the earlier, open ended item
Item 5.16
This item asked respondents to indicate their attitude to the following statement:
Immigration has been a good thing for Australia.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Table A2.83: Distribution of responses for item 5.16
Primary
Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total

NR

Strongly agree

Agree

0%

66.6%

33.3%

Ambivalent Disagree Strongly disagree
0%

0%

0%

0%

65%

35%

0%

0%

0%

7.4%

55.6%

33.3%

3.7%

0%

0%

0%

71.4%

28.6%

0%

0%

0%

3.2%

61.9%

33.3%

1.6%

0%

0%

Comment
The pattern of responses here is consistent with the open ended items on the value of
immigration.
Item 5.17
This item asked respondents to indicate their attitude to the following statement: In
the current situation, a near cessation of immigration would be in Australia’s
interests.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent
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Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Table A2.84: Distribution of responses for item 5.17
NR

Strongly agree Agree Ambivalent Disagree Strongly disagree

Primary

0%

0%

0%

11.1%

66.6%

22.2%

Secondary

0%

0%

0%

0%

60%

40%

3.7%

0%

0%

14.8%

33.3%

48.1%

0%

0%

14.3%

0%

42.9%

42.9%

1.6%

0%

1.6%

7.9%

47.6%

41.2%

Adult
Unspecified
Total

Comment
This pattern of results in consistent with the teachers earlier expressions of the
benefits of immigration.
Item 5.18
This item asked respondents to indicate their attitude to the following statement:
Current debates about immigration and multiculturalism have made my job as a
TESOL teacher more difficult.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Table A2.85: Distribution of responses for item 5.18
Primary

NR

Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent Disagree Strongly disagree

11.1%

0%

22.2%

33.3%

33.3%

0%

Secondary

10%

5%

25%

20%

35%

5%

Adult

3.7%

7.4%

22.2%

7.4%

55.6%

3.7%

0%

0%

28.6%

14.3%

42.1%

14.3%

6.3%

4.8%

23.8%

15.9%

44.4%

4.8%

Unspecified
Total

Comment
Just under half all of the teachers disagreed with this statement, with disagreement
strongest in the adult sector teachers. A smaller proportion, just over a quarter of the
total agreed to some degree, with about 15% ambivalent.

A2.8 The nature of multiculturalism
Item 3.5
This item asked respondents to: Please circle the statement that is closest to your
attitude to the way immigrants should react to Australian society.
A. Migrants should accept mainstream Australian values and see themselves as
Australian.
B. Migrants should accept mainstream Australian values, although it is appropriate
that they still have some sense of pride in their own ethnicity.
C. Migrants should accept certain core values that are essential to the cohesion of
Australian society, and it is appropriate that they maintain their own cultural
practices, values and traditions that don’t conflict with those Australian core values.
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D. Migrants should obey Australian laws, but in every other sense it is appropriate
that they maintain and perpetuate their own cultural traditions and practices.
E. Migrants have every right to challenge Australian core values, and exert influence
to have their own values and practices accepted as part of everyday Australian life.
Table A2.86: Distribution of responses for item 3.5
NR

A

B

C

D

Primary

0%

0%

11.1%

55.5%

33.3%

0%

Secondary

5%

0%

1%

60%

20%

10%

18.5%

3.7%

3.7%

48.1%

14.8%

11.1%

Adult

E

Unspecified

14.3%

0%

0%

71.4%

14.3%

0%

Total

11.1%

1.6%

4.8%

55.6%

19%

7.9%

Comment
Over half the total number of teachers supported the statement that emphasised
cohesion in the society and a restriction on acceptance of diversity where it impinges
on ‘core’ values of Australian society. When item D, which expresses a similar
sentiment is added, the proportion support a relatively ‘conservative’ approach to the
mainstream or core values rises to just under three quarters. Only about 8% of the
total number of teachers expressed an opinion that supports immigrant groups’ rights
to challenge ‘core’ values of Australian society.
Item 4.9 (PC)
This item asked respondents to place themselves on a continuum between these
statements:
4.9
Non English speaking
immigrants should learn English
in order to ensure the
cohesiveness of the society.

l

____l____l____l____l____l

Non English speaking
immigrants should learn English
in order to maximise their
potential to participate in all
aspects of life in Australia.

Table A2.87: Distribution of responses for item 4.9
NR

A

B

C

D

E

F

Primary

0%

0%

0%

11.1%

33.3%

22.2%

33.3%

Secondary

0%

0%

0%

0%

15%

55%

30%

7.4%

0%

7.4%

11.1%

7.4%

40.7%

25.9%

05

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

100%

3.2%

0%

3.2%

6.3%

12.7%

38.1%

36.5%

Adult
Unspecified
Total

Comment
This item indicates the value of English for ‘participation’ in Australian society,
rather than as a means of ensuring social cohesion. This represents a more liberal,
rights-of-the-individual orientation, as opposed to a conservative orientation of
maintenance of social cohesion. This seems to present a pattern of responses that
contradicts the responses in the previous item. ‘Participation’ may be inferred to be
restricted in some way – certainly not involving changing or attempting to change
‘core values’. There appears to be a tension in the views held by the teachers, and
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also an effect for the terminology used in the item. Cohesion seems less preferred,
while acceptance of ‘core values’ is much more acceptable.

Item 6.7 (OE)
This item askedThe responses were classified into the following categories:

Table A2.88: Classification of responses to item 6.7
Problematic
term

Cohesion with
diversity

Diversity as
reality

Tolerance and
acceptance of diversity

Diversity as an
attribute,
enhancing
society

Policy

Table A2.89: Examples of responses in each category of response to item 6.7
Problematic term

Cohesion with diversity
Diversity as reality
Tolerance and acceptance
of diversity
Enhancing society

Policy

Trouble! I don't like the term. Do we need it? cf.
'multimedia' - seems to mean different things to many
people… (A41)
Blending of different cultural and language backgrounds in
same environment (A40)
People from many countries living working socialising with
each other (S19)
A mix of cultures (leading to) sharing living together, not
integrating, accepting of differences, understanding
variety. (U63)
An appreciation for the similarities and differences each
culture brings to society. New perspectives and challenges
to be enjoyed by a wide range of expertise (P5)
A government policy of accepting the benefits of
migration. An ideology of non mono cultural dominance.
(A39)

Table A2.90: Distribution of responses for item 6.7
Problematic
term

Cohesion
with
diversity

Diversity
as
reality

Tolerance/
acceptance
of diversity

Enhancing
society

11.1%

11.1%

22.2%

11.1%

44.4%

11.1%

0%

5%

15%

30%

45%

0%

5%

0%

14.8%

11.1%

3.7%

44.4%

11.1%

0%

11.1%

0%

28.6%

28.6%

14.3%

14.3%

14.3%

0%

9.5%

14.3%

17.5%

36.5%

12.7%

4.8%

4.8%

NR

Primary
Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total

Policy

Comment
The largest single group of responses saw multiculturalism as primarily describing the
reality of cultural diversity in a society, while only about 5% of the total saw it as a
policy or philosophy. About 17% of the total described multiculturalism as a state of
cohesion while allowing diversity, and a slightly smaller number of the teachers,
about 13%, saw it as a tolerance and acceptance of diversity (without emphasis on
cohesion). However, 14% of the teachers saw the terms as problematic in various
ways, with a number of these arguing that its use should be avoided.
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Summary of the teachers’ views on the value of immigration to Australia and the
effect on the current immigration debate.
The teachers have a very positive attitude towards immigration. Tend to have a
conservative view of maintaining ‘core values’ (leave these alone – or immigrants
shouldn’t actively set out to change these, while avoiding expressing a strong desire
for a ‘cohesion’.

A2.9 Attitudes to professional development on these issues
The relevant items were 6.3 (PC*) 6.5 (Interest) 6.8 (OE) 6.9 (OE)
Item 6.4
This item asked the teachers for their views on the state of knowledge of their
colleagues in relation to various aspects of teaching language and culture.
6.4.1 TESOL teachers that I work with know a lot about culture and cultural
diversity.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Table A2.91: Distribution of responses for item 6.4.1
NR

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

11.1%

33.3%

44.4%

11.1%

0%

Primary

0%

Secondary

0%

20%

65%

15%

0%

0%

3.7%

7.4%

59.2%

18.5%

7.4%

3.7%

0%

0%

85.7%

14.3%

0%

0%

1.6%

11.1%

60.9%

20.7%

4.8%

1.6%

Adult
Unspecified
Total

Comment
Seventy percent of all the teachers agreed with this proposition, with 20% of the
teachers expressing ambivalence, and only 6% of the total disagreeing to any extent.
The teachers clearly believed that their colleagues have a knowledge and
understanding of issues related to culture and cultural diversity.
6.4.2 TESOL teachers that I work with do not know enough about culture and
cultural diversity.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Table A2.92: Distribution of responses for item 6.4.2
NR
Primary
Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total

11.1%

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

0%

33.3%

44.4%

11.1%

0%

0%

0%

5%

30%

50%

15%

3.7%

3.7%

25.9%

18.5%

44.4%

3.7%

0%

0%

42.9%

0%

57.1%

0%

3.2%

1.6%

22.2%

23.8%

42.9%

6.3%
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Comment
Just under half agreed to some extent with this statement, while 23% agreed and 23%
were ambivalent. While about half of the teachers feel that their colleagues know
enough about culture and cultural diversity, almost half the teachers either feel that
they don’t, or have some reservations about such a view.

6.4.3 TESOL teachers that I work with need professional development on how to
manage cross cultural communication.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Table A2.93: Distribution of responses for item 6.4.3
NR
Primary
Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

11.1%

22.2%

44.4%

11.1%

11.1%

0%

0%

10%

55%

20%

10%

5%

3.7%

3.7%

59.2%%

25.9%

7.4%

0%

0%

0%

71.4%

14.3%

14.3%

0%

3.2%

7.9%

57.1%

20.7%

9.5%

1.6%

Comment
Almost two thirds (64%) of the teachers agreed to some extent with this statement,
while a little over one in ten (11%) disagreed, and 20% expressed ambivalence. A
significant majority of the teachers thought there was a need for professional
development in this area.
6.4.4 TESOL teachers that I work with need professional development on the details
of the cultural backgrounds of the cultures of their students.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Table A2.94: Distribution of responses for item 6.4.4
NR

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree
0%

Primary

0%

22.2%

55.5%

0%

22.2%

Secondary

0%

10%

50%

30%

10%

0%

3.7%

7.4%

66.7%

14.8%

7.4%

0%

Adult
Unspecified
Total

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

0%

1.6%

9.5%

63.5%

15.9%

9.5%

0%

Comment
This item elicited a high level of agreement (71%) and a very low level of
disagreement (9.3%), with some ambivalence. This also appears to be an area in
which the teachers see a need for professional development.
6.4.5 TESOL teachers that I work with need professional development on the nature
of culture and how it is learned.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent
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Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Table A2.95: Distribution of responses for item 6.4.5
NR

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Primary

0%

22.2%

44.4%

11.1%

22.2%

0%

Secondary

0%

20%

45%

25%

5%

5%

3.7%

11.1%

48.1%

22.2%

14.8%

0%

0%

14.3%

85.7%

0%

0%

0%

1.6%

15.9%

50.8%

19%

11.1%

1.6%

Adult
Unspecified
Total

Comment
This statement also elicited quite a high level of agreement (69% of all the teachers),
and relatively low levels of disagreement (12%). This is an area where the teachers
perceived a need for professional development.
6.4.6 TESOL teachers that I work with need professional development on how
different approaches to language teaching can also be productive in terms of cultural
learning.
Strongly agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Table A2.96: Distribution of responses for item 6.4.6
NR

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Ambivalent

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Primary

0%

22.2%

55.5%

0%

22.2%

0%

Secondary

0%

30%

45%

15%

5%

5%

3.7%

11.1%

77.8%

3.7%

3.7%

0%

0%

0%

85.7%

14.3%

0%

0%

1.6%

17.5%

65%

7.9%

6.3%

1.6%

Adult
Unspecified
Total

Comment
This item produced an even higher level of agreement (81%) and quite a low level of
disagreement. Linking cultural learning to approaches to language teaching was seen
as a need by the vast majority of the teachers.
Item 6.5
This item asked teachers about their willingness to participate in Professional
Development activities on certain topics.
I would be interested in participating in PD activities on the following topics:
6.5.1 The nature of culture.
Very interested

Interested

Not Interested

Table A2.97: Distribution of responses for item 6.5.1
Primary
Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total

NR

Very interested

Interested

Not Interested

22.8%

44.4%

22.2%

11.1%

5%

30%

45%

20%

18.5%

37.3%

29.6%

14.8%

0%

85.7%

14.3%

0%

12.7%

41.2%

31.7%

14.3%
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Comment
There were relatively high levels of interest with a total of 73% expressing an interest
in the topic.
6.5.2 The relationship between culture and language.
Very interested

Interested

Not Interested

Table A2.98: Distribution of responses for item 6.5.2
Primary
Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total

NR

Very interested

Interested

Not Interested

11.1%

55.5%

33.3%

0%

0%

60%

40%

0%

14.8%

44.4%

33.3%

7.4%

0%

85.7%

14.3%

0%

7.9%

55.6%

33.3%

3.2%

Comment
The teachers expressed a very high interest in this topic, with 84% of all the teachers
expressing a degree of interest, with ‘very interested’ having the greatest number of
responses.
6.5.3 Ways of teaching culture.
Very interested

Interested

Not Interested

Table A2.99: Distribution of responses for item 6.5.3
NR

Very Interested

Interested

Not Interested

Primary

0%

44.4%

44.4%

11.1%

Secondary

0%

55%

40%

5%

14.8%

44.4%

33.3%

7.4%

0%

85.7%

14.3%

0%

7.9%

52.4%

34.9%

6.3%

Adult
Unspecified
Total

Comment
This also elicited very high expressions of interest, with 87% of all the teachers
expressing an interest.
6.5.4 The role of teachers in the settlement processes.
Very interested

Interested

Not Interested

Table A2.100: Distribution of responses for item 6.5.4
NR

Very Interested

Interested

Not Interested

Primary

0%

22.2%

66.6%

11.1%

Secondary

5%

35%

40%

20%

Adult

18.5%

22.2%

40.7%

18.5%

Unspecified

14.3%

42.9%

42.9%

0%

Total

11.1%

28.6%

44.4%

15.9%
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Comment
This again elicited strong levels of interest (72% of all the teachers), although the
level of interest was not quite as high as for the other topics, except 6.5.5.
6.5.5 The meaning of multiculturalism and the nature of a multicultural society.
Very interested

Interested

Not Interested

Table A2.101: Distribution of responses for item 6.5.5
NR

Very Interested

Interested

Not Interested

11.1%

22.2%

55.5%

11.1%

0%

30%

20%

50%

Adult

14.8%

29.6%

29.6%

25.9%

Unspecified

14.3%

42.9%

28.6%

14.3%

9.5%

30.2%

30.2%

30.2%

Primary
Secondary

Total

Comment
While 60% of all the teachers expressed a degree of interest in this topic, it is the
lowest level of interest of all the topics suggested, and has the highest degree of ‘no
interest’ at 30% of all the teachers.
6.5.6 Professional development that explores the cultural consequences for students
of ESL teaching.
Very interested

Interested

Not Interested

Table A2.102: Distribution of responses for item 6.5.6
Primary
Secondary
Adult
Unspecified
Total

NR

Very Interested

Interested

Not Interested

22.2%

33.3%

33.3%

11.1%

5%

55%

255

15%

11.1%

33.3%

48.1%

7.4%

0%

85.7%

0%

14.3%

9.5%

46%

33.3%

11.1%

Comment
There was a high level of interest in this topic, with 79% of the teachers expressing an
interest in this topic.
6.5.7 Professional development that explored the values and attitudes that are
transmitted (explicitly and implicitly) in ESL teaching.
Very interested

Interested

Not Interested

Table A2.103: Distribution of responses for item 6.5.7
NR

Very Interested

Interested

Not Interested

22.2%

22.2%

44.4%

11.1%

0%

60%

25%

15%

Adult

14.8%

55.6%

25.9%

3.7%

Unspecified

14.3%

71.4%

0%

14.3%

Total

11.1%

54%

25.4%

9.5%

Primary
Secondary
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Comment
This item also elicited a high level of interest (78% of the total) from the teachers.

Conclusion to responses on Professional development
While most of the teachers were confident that their TESOL colleagues were
knowledgeable about culture and cultural diversity, there was an indication that a
significant number may not have thought their colleagues knew enough. Around two
thirds of the teachers felt that their TESOL colleagues needed professional
development on managing cultural diversity and the cultural backgrounds of their
learners. There was a similar level of support for the need for professional
development on how culture is learned, and a higher level of expression of a need for
professional development on how different approaches to language teaching
facilitated cultural learning.

When the teachers were asked to express their own interest in professional
development activities on different topics, they expressed high levels of interest in all
of the topics, although the small group of primary teachers had lower levels of interest
than the other teachers. The highest levels of interest were in Professional
development on the relationship between language and culture (89% of teachers
expressed interest) and ‘ways of teaching culture’ (87%). Over three quarters of the
teachers expressed an interest in professional development on the cultural
consequences of language learning (79.3%) and the values and attitudes that are
transmitted in ESL teaching (79.7%). There were slightly lower levels of interest in
all professional development on the role of teachers in the settlement of learners
(73%) and the nature of culture (72.9% of the total number of teachers. The topic that
elicited the lowest level of interest was the nature of multiculturalism and
multicultural society (60% of all the teachers).

These are generally high levels of interest. This is consistent with the fact that twothirds of the 63 respondents (42) indicated they would be willing to be involved in
further professional development on these activities (several qualified this by
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commenting that such activities would need to fit into their time constraints). Perhaps
this is not surprising in a group of teachers who spent an hour or so to complete an 18
page questionnaire on the topic, but the relatively good response rate to the
questionnaires distributed (41.2%) suggests that the topic is of interest to TESOL
teachers in general.

A2.10 Conclusions from the data.
The data reveal a picture of the teachers’ views and opinions, and to some extent self
reporting of some aspects of their teaching practice. There is a considerable degree of
similarity in the teachers’ responses on many topics. This was consistent across
different item types.

However, there were also some issues on which the teachers gave what appear to be
contradictory patterns of responses to different items. There appears to be some effect
for the nature or phrasing of some items that elicits patterns of responses to a different
item on the same topic. These areas seem to represent topics on which there is some
apparent ambivalence or confusion among the teachers. I will discuss these issues of
similarity and divergence below.

The teachers also indicated that they saw a need for a number of areas of professional
development activities related to the place of culture within TESOL, and indicated a
high level of interest in potential professional development in this area. The areas on
which there is consensus include them seeing themselves as more than language
teachers only, playing a role in settlement of their students, and seeing their learners’
needs as involving more than language learning, particularly in terms of learning
about Australia and the new social and cultural environment of the learners. They saw
culture as an important part of language teaching, and reported using comparison
between the cultures of their learners as an effective technique in teaching culture as
part of language learning. They did not see their respective curriculum frameworks as
an impediment to teaching culture, although they tended to regard their curriculum
frameworks as not being sufficiently sensitive to cultural diversity both among their
learners and in Australian society in general. This view was slightly more widely held
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among the teachers working in the adult sector. They had very positive attitudes
towards immigration.

The areas in which there were apparently contradictory patterns of responses, and
where the nature of the item seemed to influence the responses, related to the
relationship between language and culture in language teaching, the development of
an identity among ESL learners, and the nature of the participation of recently arrived
immigrants in Australian society.

Responses to items dealing with the relationship between language and culture
elicited views that the two are very closely interrelated, if the item presented or asked
for comment about the connection in general terms. For example item 2.3 (OE)
teachers were asked to comment on the balance of language and culture in their
teaching. Almost half the teachers responded in a way that indicated that they taught
in a way in which these were closely integrated, while 20% saw language as shaping
the teaching of culture, and a further 25% made responses that were classified as
‘culture conscious’. Only 7.8% of the teachers responded in ways that indicated that
they took an explicit focus on culture in deciding how to balance the teaching of
language and culture. In item 2.9, where teachers were asked to comment on the
nature of the connection between language and culture, 45% of the teachers said they
were indivisible and interconnected, another 12.5% replied in ways that indicated a
strong connection, and a further 6% indicated that language shaped culture. 25% of
the teachers saw culture as shaping language and 6% responded in a way that
reflected a view that there is only a weak connection between the two. A view of a
close connection between them is also seen in the responses to item 4.3, where 81%
of the teachers placed themselves in the three sectors closest to the statement that said
that in learning a language, learners needed to also negotiate their relationships with
those they are communicating with. In item 5.10, 81% of the teachers agree or
strongly agree that ‘learners need to be told about cultural values, perceptions and
practices as they are learning the language’. However, in other items dealing with
similar ideas, conflicting data emerge. In item 2.7, where teachers were asked what
aspects of culture they teach, only a very small proportion (6%) linked what they
taught with language, while the majority (60%) expressed their answers in ways that
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described aspects of the culture in a discrete form, disconnected from language.
Similarly, item 5.5 provided a spread of opinions in relation to the statement that
‘students need to learn new values and ways of perceiving the world in order to be
proficient in the new language’. Despite the assertion of the close connection between
language and culture, only 37% of the teachers agreed or strongly agreed with this
statement, while 26% disagreed (none strongly) and 28% were ambivalent. In item
5.9 when the teachers were asked to what extent they agreed with the statement that
‘My teaching of language automatically teaches culture, and so no additional
attention needs to be given to the teaching of culture’ produced low levels of
agreement, with 11% of the teachers, agreeing, high levels of disagreement (two
thirds – 67%- of the teachers disagreed or strongly disagreed) and ambivalence
(19%). It seems that if a question about the relationship between culture and language
is couched in general terms, it elicits a response reflecting a belief in a strong
connection between the two, but if the question is more specifically related to the
place of language and culture in the practice of teaching, the two entities are more
likely to be seen as more separate and distinct. The teachers seem to see a strong
connection between language and culture as a general principle, but in addressing the
practicalities of teaching, they need to be more specific about the nature of culture.

Responses that related to the development of learners’ identities also show
contradictory results. In most items on this topic, the teachers see the development of
identity as a part of language learning and language use. In item 4.3 (PC), 81% of the
teachers placed themselves at the end of the scale closest to the statement that
‘Language use is about expressing meanings and negotiating your social relationships
with those with whom you are communicating’, with 69% in the two segments closest
to this statement. In item 5.2 there were very high levels of agreement (94% agreed or
strongly agreed) with the statement that ‘It is important that my students develop a
sense of their identity and how they relate to other speakers of English in Australia’.
In item 6.1 (PC) the vast majority of the teachers (83%) placed themselves closer to
the statement ‘TESOL teachers should play an active role in helping their students to
develop their own sense of identity and place in Australian society’ as opposed to
leaving the development of an identity to students. This pattern of responses suggests
that the teachers have sophisticated understandings about the role of language as a
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social medium, as well as means for conveying information, and that part of the role
of TESOL teachers is to help their learners to shape their English speaking identities.
However, in two other items related to this issue, the teachers were much more
reticent about taking a role of shaping their learners’ identities. In item 4.2 the
teachers were asked to place themselves in relation to two statements. At one end of
the scale the statement spoke of not ‘changing’ learners’ sense of identity, while at
the other was ‘Teaching a new language means helping learners to develop a new
sense of identity’. The pattern of responses discussed above would suggest that the
teachers responses might be clustered towards the right hand end of the scale.
However, the actual pattern of responses was more spread along the scale, with most
clustered in the middle, and fewest closest to the statement about changing identity –
just 14% of the teachers positioned themselves in the two sectors closest to this
statement. At the other end of the scale, 30% of the teachers placed themselves in the
two segments closest to the statement about not changing learner identities. The adult
sector teachers in particular seemed reluctant to place themselves close to the
statement (only 3 – or 11% of the adult sector teachers, did so). Item 5.5 elicited a
wide spread of opinion in relation to ‘My students need to learn new values and ways
of perceiving the world in order to be proficient in the new language’ with only
37.5% of the teachers agreeing, 26% disagreeing and 28% expressing ambivalence.
Interestingly, there was stronger disagreement with this from adult sectors, with 10 of
them (37.7% of the adult sector teachers) disagreeing.

It seems that the teachers were more comfortable to talk of developing identity if it
referred to constructing a ‘new’ identity in relation to using English in Australia, but
much less comfortable to accept their role in shaping learners’ identities if expressed
in terms that suggested a ‘change’ in learners’ identities. This suggests teachers in the
adult sector have some difficulty in reconciling their respect for and appreciation of
the learners’ existing cultural identities, and their roles as agents of personal change
as teachers of language. This may reflect the influence of ‘training’ (as opposed to
educative philosophies in adult education),which fosters a notion that adult education
involves the building of skills, rather than the transformation of the individual learner.
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There were also contradictory patterns apparently related to terminology in items
relating to relation to the participation of immigrants in life in Australia. In item 4.9
(PC) the teachers placed themselves closer to the statement that emphasised learning
English in order to maximise their potential for participation to Australian society.
This was in opposition to learning English in order to ensure the cohesiveness of
Australian society. Almost three-quarters of the teachers (73%) placed themselves in
the two segments closest to the ‘participation’ statement, while only 3% were close to
the statement about cohesion (and these in the second last segment). This can be
interpreted in terms of avoidance of the term ‘social cohesion’ which was part of the
discourse of the conservative Hansonite attacks on immigration policy and
multiculturalism in the late 1990s, while the term ‘participation’ is more consistent
with broadly liberal social justice ideology with a concern about education as the
development of individual potential. However, while this participation required an
understanding of the key values and attitudes of Australians (which the teachers
generally agreed was a good thing in item 5.3), in item 3.5, it was thought that this
participation should be limited to the point where it does not involve influencing or
changing the ‘core values’ of Australian society. In item 3.5(OM), the teachers clearly
avoided selecting the opinion that included such participation by migrants. Only 7.8%
of the teachers chose this option as best representing their opinion, with 54.6%
choosing the option that stated in effect that migrants should accept core values, and
practice their own cultures only to the extent that they don’t contradict Australian
‘core values’. Similarly, in item 6.2 (PC), which involves a scale between a statement
that teachers ‘integrate their students’ as opposed to helping them to retain their
culture and identity’ two thirds (68.7%) of the teachers were in the segments closer to
integration than retention of difference. It seems that while the teachers did not want
to be associated with the conservative notion of explicitly enacting measures in order
to promote social cohesion, they were uneasy about the extent to which their students’
participation in Australian society might lead to changes in what the teachers saw as
central values of Australian society. This suggests that the teachers have some
difficulty in reconciling inconsistencies in aspects of their value systems. In other
words, they face a dilemma in relation to how they can balance appreciation of the
general principle of valuing cultural diversity, with the practical implications of
dealing with cultural diversity in a specific context.
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These contradictions appear to be an effect of the terminology used in the relevant
items. While an empirical, quantitative approach to research would prefer to
statistically investigate unreliable questionnaire items, it may well be that the
different patters of responses lies in ambivalence and complexity in the nature of the
concepts dealt with in these areas, and the ways that the teachers think, and have been
trained to think, about these issues. This is supported by the fact that the teachers
indicated a very high level of interest in professional development activities on these
topics, and in particular on the relationship between language and culture, and the
cultural consequences of language teaching. There was less interest in PD in relation
to the nature of multicultural society.

The implications of these data are discussed in Chapter 2. The data illustrate that
teachers have some difficulty in relating and balancing sophisticated general
understanding about the nature of culture in language teaching with practical aspects
of their work. This is discussed at length in Chapter 1
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